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SPORTS: Jones One Of Six Elected To Murray State Athletics Hall Of Fame Friday
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School board nomination deadline is Monday
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
A Monday deadline is rapidly approaching for residents
to apply for a vacant seat on
the Calloway County Board of
Educitien.
The siat became empty when
Linda Avery, a six-year board
member, left the board to
assume her duties as circuit
court clerk.
According to School Superintendent Steve Hoskins, the

application process is under
way, but he could not speculate as to how long it might
be until a new board member
is seated.
"We have to advertise the
vacancy, then a committee has
to review the applications, a
recommendation has to be made
from those applying and an
appointment has to be made
by the state commissioner of
education. So it's hard to say
exactly when we expect to have

Hazel ethics
group nixes
allegation
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — An allegation against the Hazel City Commission by five city business
owners claiming a violation of
public trust in the commission's donation of city funds
to the Save Hazel Committee
has been found to be without
merit by the city's ethics committee.
But the decision apparently
won't put an end to the matter.
In a written statement issued
earlier this week, ethics committee members Deane Frederick, Betty Kell and Rita Emery
concluded that the city commission did nothing unethical
in donating $500 to the Save
Hazel Committee to fight the
unincorporation of the city during the November General Election.

the position filled," Hoskins
noted at the recent monthly
meeting of board of education.
Hoskins said Avery had been
a dedicated school board member who had a "rational
approach to the decision-making process and she exhibited
tremendous commitment to the
board and to the Calloway
County School District."
According to advertisements
for the vacant seat, residents
are invited to nominate quali-

fied individuals, including themselves, to serve on the Calloway County Board of Education. Those interested in the
position will represent Educational Division No, 2.
The appointment is effective until the November 2007
general election.
It was noted that the person selected should recognize
that the board seat is a public service position and the
person appointed wilt not be

employed by the Calloway
County School System.
Advertised requirements for
those wanting to be considered for the position include,
at least 24 years of age: a
Kentucky citizen for the last
duct years., a registered voter
in the district and voter
percincUsi of the vacancy in
Educational Division No. 2:
have a high school diploma or
GED certificate; must be in
compliance with anti-nepotism

state laws, and cannot provide
contract services tor the school
district.
Advertised responsibilities
include: developing policy that
governs the operation of the
schools, providing visionary
leadership that establishes longrange plans and programs for
the district, hiring the district
supenntendent and issuing
annual evaluation reports, and

IN See Page 2A

Torn'-fusing Situation

"(The) plaintiffs have alleged
impropriety on the part of
Hazel's officials. Upon investigation, and in accordance with
the Hazel ethics section 26:404
subsection D, we, the Hazel
Ethics Committee, unanimously find these allegations to be
wholly without merit."
In December, Hazel businessman Ray Gough,owner of Charlie's Antique Mall, was joined
by Crystal Green, Jill Niesen,
Steve Givens and John and
Judy Hartman in claiming that
the committee acted improperly in making the donation during a meeting in October.
The complainants said they
were seeking the committee's
decision concerning whether
city commissioners Nancy
Mieure, Pat Latimer, Lon Charlton, and former commissioner

III See Page 2A

TO1.1 BERRY Ledger & Times
Calloway County farmer Jim Stahler, nght, watches as Murray State University agriculture students Kathenne Stone, left,
operates cow-milking equipment on the farm earlier this week. Stahler says the price of feed corn for his 100 cattle and
120,000 chickens hasn't hurt his dairy and poultry operation much yet, but if pnces continue to rise it will.

High prices for corn is double-edged
sword for fanners, consumers alike
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A PRIMARY FOUNDATION: Workers began the foundation work this week for the new Primary Care Medical
Center at the site of the former Piggly Wiggly grocery
on South 12th Street in Murray. Crews have been busy
for several weeks tearing down the old building and
moving dirt in preparation for the construction of the
new facility.
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Ethanol production nationwide is
Todd Powell, Calloway County extenexpected to than double from 5 billion sion agent for agriculture. also points
gallons produced currently to around II out that ethanol is only one factor influbillion, according to industry estimates. encing the rising cost of feed corn and
Production is expected to keep expand- that there are mitigating factors involved
ing even as corn prices rise, Collins for both growers and livestock producsaid.
ers.
The pnce of corn has already climbed
"Ethanol is not the only thing drivabove $3 a bushel: the highest level in ing the corn prices up." Powell said.
more than a decade. Strong profits mean "It's a contributing factor, but it's not
the crop could cover costs even above 'the' contributing factor. The shortage
$4 or $5 a bushel, depending on prices of corn reserves is what is driving the
for ethanol byproducts.
corn prices right now. Ethanol is increasThe cost of feed for hog producers ing the demand, which is helping the
is expected to be the same this year as drive towards that, but it's not the main
in 2006 — around $46 per hundred- contributing factor."
weight — but hog farmers won't break
Powell pointed out that ethanol proeven, according to Ron Plain. an agri- duction also results in byproducts that
culture economist at the University of can be used as feed thus taking some
Missouri.
of the bite out of costs for livestock
"The big thing is much, much big- producers.
ger feed costs," he told the AP. "That
"One of the things to look at is that
will give us red ink. I'm afraid. in 2007 there are some byproducts from ethanol
and 2008."
that can he used as feed sources as
However the ethanol boom is good well." he said of DDGs (dry distillers
news to grain farmers and rural com- grain). 'The demand to produce ethanol
munities such as Murray-Calloway Coun- is causing the feed cost to go up, but
ty as ethanol plants open across the technically most of your guys that are
region and many new plants, such as finishing beef out, they aren't using
the one in Hopkinsville. are opened as
farmer-owned cooperatives.
III See Page 2A
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Higher corn pnces created in part by
an increased demand for ethanol is both
a blessing and a curse for farmers across
the nation and the same is true for grain
farmers and livestock producers in Calloway County.
For corn growers it means a growing market and getting a better price
per bushel, but for farmers with a lot
of livestock the higher price for feed
corn is just another expense running up
the cost of doing business and dragging
down profits.
For everybody else, the added cost
paid by farmers to feed cows, chickens
and hogs could mean higher prices for
beef, poultry. pork and milk at the grocery store. Even bread prices could suffer should growers give up planting
wheat in favor of corn.
The ramifications of escalating corn
prices is significant, said Keith Collins,
the USDA's chief economist, in a recent
Associated Press report.
"We have a bull on the loose here
and it's going to have a lot of implications for Amencan agriculture and our
population," Collins said during a recent
national Farm Bureau meeting.
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PolIcelog
Murray Pollee Department
• John 0. York, 22, of Murray, was arrested for reckless driving,
no insurance and receiving stolen property after a traffic stop at
11:21 a.m. Thursday at 10th and Olive streets. The vehicle's
plate was reported stolen from B&B Brokers the day before
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

•Hazel ethics ...
From Front
Linda Harding and former
mayor Harold Pittman violated city ethics regulations by
the action.
The group claimed a conflict of interest, breach of public trust, misuse of public money
and use of public money for
personal financial gain in the
commission's allocation of the
funds to the committee, of
which Mieure was chairperson.
Mieure reiterated her previous statement that neither she
nor the commission did anything wrong.
"I said that I was confident
that neither I nor any of the
commissioners had done anything wrong and the decision
of the ethics committee bears
that out," she said Thursday.
The Save Hazel Committee
was registered with the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance as a political issues
entity and comprised a group
of Hazel residents and business owners opposed to a move
by Gough and 74 signers of
a petition to unincorporate the
City of Hazel during the
November General Election.
The referendum was defeated
by a 138-20 vote.
However in a letter to
Pittman that accompanied the
complaint, the plaintiffs also

said they were concerned that
Frederick, Kell and Emery
might also have a conflict of
interest concerning the issue
because they were also supporters of the Save Hazel Committee.
Gough said Friday that the
decision was far from unexpected and that he intends to
take further action. He said
his first move would be to
take the issue to new Hazel
Mayor Kerry Vasseur.
"I know we have a good
argument and if nothing else
it needs to go to a hearing to
get all the facts, but they just
chose to turn a blind eye on
it," Gough said. "I'm going to
try to make an appointment with
the new mayor and try to talk
it over with him."
Should action by Vasseur or
commission members be unsatisfactory, Gough said his last
resort would be to file a case
in circuit court.
"It may cost me two or
three or four thousand dollars
and it may cost the ones we
named in the suit about that
much," he said. "I guess I
might just bite the bullet and
do it."
Gough pointed out that all
he wants is for the Save Hazel
Committee to give the $500
back to the city and he would
be willing to drop the complaint.

•School board ...
From Front
setting local tax rates and practicing vigorous stewardship to
ensure that all school district
funds are spent wisely.
Residents wanting to be considered for the position should
submit applications postmarked
by Monday. Application forms
are available at the Calloway

AP

COLD CALL: Randy Whatley, with West Tree Service in Fort Smith, Ark,
Muskogee, Okla., Thursday.

removes tree

limbs from power lines in

High prices ...
From Front
straight corn. They're using
mixes of several different products. They may be using soy
hulls or a mixture of soy hulls
and grain ... or DDGs."
Although much of the national debate concerns grain farmers versus livestock producers
and gains versus losses, Puryear,
Tenn., farmer Greg Story is
one of those who both wins
and loses. He has a significant number of livestock to
feed on his Mill Creek Road
farm, but he also grows a lot
of corn.
"It's lowered the price of
our feeder calves directly,"
Story said. "When the calves
weight like from 600 to 700
pounds, if we are ready to sell,
that price has gone down simply because of the cost of the
corn."

However Story also uses
County Board of Education
cost of feed
office, 2110 College Farm Road, DDGs to cut the
and mixes it with soy hull pelMurray, or the Kentucky
lets.
Department of Education.
"It's kind of a catch-22 for
Applications must be mailed most farmers because we raise
directly to: Commissioner of corn and cattle," he said. "Our
Education, First Floor, Capital corn price has gone up and that's
Plaza Tower, 500 Mero Street, good, but the price of our feeder calves have gone down and
Frankfort, KY 40601.
that's bad...but that's the way
it works."

Story expects to come out Pilgrim's Pride and we raise
ahead in the long run. "We chickens with them. They're
grow a lot more corn than we feeling the price of corn not
do feeder calves that's for cer- only because it's going up but
tain," he said, pointing out that because they have to buy so
he intends to grow even more much of it," he said.
Stahler also pointed out that
corn in the future.
Then there are grain farm- the poultry industry is feeling
ers like Lynn Grove grower economic pressures from a
Richard Smotherman. His only decline in export market opporlivestock cost is the burden of tunities and a large inventory
of poultry nationwide.
feeding two farm cats.
"We got a letter from Pil"I'm on the corn-producing
end and I'm tickled to death," grim's Pride the other day
telling us that they might have
he said.
But at Jim Stahler's Dairy to curtail operations for a
and Poultry farm on Ky. 121 while," he said.
However Stahler said he
South in Calloway County, the
rising cost of feed is not help- would expect to have some
ing matters. Stahler has about difficulty in the future should
100 head of cattle and 120,000 corn prices continue to rise to
chickens to feed, but he says $4 or $5 per bushel.
According to 2005 Kentucky
he lucked-out this year by booking his feed corn at a lower Agricultural Statistical Service
price last fall in advance of (KASS) numbers, Calloway
the hike. He also grows some County farmers planted 38,500
of his own corn crop to off- acres of corn during the year
while harvesting more than 4.7
set the cost of feed.
"I bought my corn while it million bushels or 124 bushels
was still cheap so I was for- per acre.
According to KASS 2002
tunate," he said. "I did it early
and I got my feed corn locked statistics — the latest availin for the next year ... the able for livestock populations
Lord has blessed me."
— Calloway is also home to
However his poultry business more than one million chickwill be hit a little harder, but ens, about 12,000 cattle (includnot necessarily because of the ing 1,100 dairy cows)and 1,679
cost of feed. "We contract with goats. The hog and pig popu-

lation was listed at 4,700. Calloway is ranked 8th of 103
Kentucky counties that raise
chickens and 64th of the 120
counties that produce cattle.
So the overall affect of higher corn prices for Calloway
farmers is mixed.
However, according to the
AP report, sustained higher corn
prices are expected to lead to
higher grocery bills.
Collins said if corn prices
rise by $1 a bushel, within a
couple of years, grocery shoppers could see the price of
pork rise as much as 3.5 percent.
However the demand for
ethanol doesn't mean there is
less corn on the cob or creamstyle corn for people to eat.
Field corn for livestock and
that used for fuel is different
from sweet corn, the source
of fresh corn on the cob and
canned or frozen corn.
But food companies, such
as Smithfield and Tyson Foods,
are reporting that the impact
goes beyond meat and milk.
High prices could prompt farmers to plant corn instead of
other crops, like wheat, driving up the price of important
food sources like flour and
bread.
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Primary Care Medical
Center provides medical
care when its convenient
For you - including
evenings and weekends.
If your daughter develops a fever after dinner,
or your son is injured at
his Saturday morning
baseball game, Primary
Care Medical Center is
ready to lend a hand. You do
not have to make an
appointment or an expensive trip
to the emergency room.

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - bpm
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Being sick is never convenient. When
you - or especially your little ones - are
sick, the last thing you need is a
hassle getting into a doctor's
office.
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James (Red) Cooper
The funeral for James (Red) Cooper will be Monday at II
a.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church. Rev. Tim Palmer
will officiate. Vocalists will be Melissa Elkins and Ethelene
Darnell.
Pallbearers will be Daniel Garner, Ray
Elkins. Scoa Haneline. James Streetman,
Richard Burkeen, Joshua Maynard, Jason
Maynard and Terrell Tidwell. active; Pat
Adams, Harold Elkins, Richard Tynes, Ray
Williams, Gary Haneline and Charles Tipton,
honorary. Burial will follow in the Salem Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. Sunday and at
Cooper
the church after 9 a.m. Monday. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to Coldwater United
Methodist Church Building Program, 8317 Ky.
121 North, Murray, KY 42071 or Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Meals on Wheels.
607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Cooper, 79, Coopertown Road, Murray,
died Thursday. Jan. 18, 2007, at 6:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. A veteran of the United States Marine Corps,
he was a former employee of Murray Division of the Tappan
Company, Meals on Wheels, Jake! of Murray and Calloway
County Schools. He had been a member of Coldwater United
Methodist Church for 63 years.
Born Nov. 23, 1927, in Calloway County, he was the son
of the late Edgar Thomas Cooper and Lottie Carter Cooper.
Also preceding him in death were two sisters, Elizabeth Haneline and Nadine Cooper.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Ann Bivens Cooper. to
whom he was married May 12.1962, in Paducah; three daughters, Mrs. Pattie Montgomery and husband. Jerry, Kirksey, Mrs.
Jeanna Maynard and husband, James, Fayetteville. N.C., and
Mrs. Pam Shelton and husband, Michael. Farmington; three
sons, Jimmy Cooper and Jeffrey Cooper and wife. Tammy, all
of Murray, and Mark Cooper and wife, Cheryl, Owensboro; six
grandchildren, Jason Maynard. Daniel Gamer, Joshua Maynard,
April Cooper. Eli Cooper and Amy Mize and husband. Lannie; one great-grandchild, Carson Garner.

Russell McClellan
Russell McClellan, 51, Riviera Courts, Murray, died Friday,
Jan. 19, 2007, at 9:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a chief engineer on a riverboat and was also a
Life Scout. Born June 10, 1956. in Rodeo, Calif., he was the
son of the late Ted McClellan and Jerri Sexton McClellan.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Mallon; two daughters. Mrs. Julie Wilson and husband. Daniel, and Mrs. Connie
Kosik, and two sons, Michael Burke and Tommy Owens, all
of Murray; one sister. Mrs. Rebecca Niegelmacher, Louisville;
four brothers, David Owens, Louisville, and Michael McClellan. William Owens and Wayne Owens, all of California; five
grandchildren. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.
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Whitfield re-introduced Lake Barkley
Water Level Improvement Act Friday
WASHINGTON - U.S. Rep.
Ed Whitfield re-introduced the
Lake Barkley Water Level
Improvement Act Friday to
improve safety conditions for
boaters on the lake as well as
extend the recreation season
on Lake Barkley. This legislation proposes a two-year pilot
program to hold Lake Barkley
at its summer pool level through
the Labor Day weekend.
The two-year pilot project I have proposed will let
us fairly evaluate the benefits
of keeping the lake at a higher level through the late summer months.• said Whitfield.
The Lake Barkley Water Level
Improvement Act is supported
by Kentucky's Western Waterland, the Governor, numerous
chambers of commerce and
thousands of Individuals who
enjoy Lake Barkley. This issue

is important to me and to many
of my constituents, and I will
make the passage of this bill
one of my top priorities this
year..
Each year. the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers begins its
drawdown of Lake Barkley in
mid-July when traffic on the
water is at its peak. Lake
Barkley is a relatively shallow body of water filled with
a
number of obstructions.
including tree stumps, road beds
and old house foundations.
These obstructions factor into
a number of boating accidents
as the lake gets shallower each
summer and have played a
role in several fatalities over
the years.
Last September, Congressman Vihiffield introduced the
Lake Barkley. Water Level
Improvement Act in response

to concerns that the early water
level drawdown pined significant safety problems to monsoon. recreation and fishing
on the lake As time was funelms out on the 109th Congress, Whitfield attempted to
attach this bill to a larger piece
of legislation. the IA atcr
Resources Development Reamthonzation Act (W RDA) of
20M, because it was the last
opportunity to pass this legislation
before
Congress
adjourned for the year. House
leaders had planned to vote
on W'RDA before the 109th
Congress adjourned. but the
bill got pushed to the 110th
Congress because HOUSC and
Senate negotiators were unable
to reach an agreement.
Congressman
Whitfield
emphasized that the bill will
likely face strong opposition

again from groups such as the
Army Corps of Eapacerc Last
year. the Corps submitted a
three-page memo to the staff
of the House Transportation
and Infrastructure (ommtler
expressing its Wig that this
legislation wad/ have an
adverse =pail es the area
Conga:stem Whitfield considers their oppsaitios to be a
signitii.arUingsdiment to passage of the bill
•This is a good bill that
enjoys tremendous support from
residents living around the lake
as well as the citizens who
use it for recresuonal purposes I will work with my ‘01
leagues to enact this legislation to show that keeping the
lake levels higher through the
summer will benefit the region."
said Whitfield

Severe weather warnings to be more specific
SAN ANTONIO (AP) —
The National Weather Service
will stop issuing countywide
severe weather warnings this
fall, instead putting out warnings that are more geographically specific, the federal govenunent said Tuesday.
Beginning Oct. I. the weather service will use well-known
landmarks such as highways
or rivers when issuing such
"storm-based warnings" for tornadoes, severe thunderstorms.

flash floods and manne hazards.
Severe weather warnings are
currently issued for entire counties. Watches will continue to
be issued by county; they indicate less imminent weather that
does not require immediate
action.
Retired Air Force Brig. Gen.
David L. Johnson. director of
the weather service, said the
new system will provide the
public with better information.

"These are potentially deadly, short-duration events that can
develop very rapidly.- Johnson said at a news conference
during the Amencan Meteorological Society's annual meeting.
Because of the current system. some people could be
under a warning but be more
than 100 miles from severe
weather, he said. In Texas,
some counties are bigger than
the state of Rhode Island. he

noted.
Particularly in vast ounties
that contain a large city, the
new system will help avoid
causing chaos if the weather
is not likely to hit the population center. Johnson said
"I do not want to teach America to ignore warnings.- Johnson said, so under the new
program, "if you get the warning. there is a direct correlation to you being at nsk.-

Northup tries to build statewide name ID

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Well known in Louisville,
which she represented in Congress for a decade, Anne
Northup will have to extend
her name recognition beyond
Jason Lynn Croley
the city's borders if she hopes
Jason Lynn Croley. 31, US Hwy. 68 West. Benton, died Fri- to unseat Gov. Ernie Fletcher
day. Jan. 19, 2007. at 2:10 a.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, in the GOP primary, political
Tenn. A welder, he was a member of Hardin Baptist Church, observers say.
Hardin.
To that end. Northup and
Preceding him in death were his father, her running mate, state Rep. Jeff
Lynn Croley, and two grandfathers. Darrell Hoover of Jamestown, spent
W. Cope and Junior Lee Croley.
part of last week crisscrossing
Survivors include his mother. Mrs. Debbie Kentucky, from Paducah in the
Cope Croley, one brother, Joshua John Cro- west to Ashland and Hazard
ley and wife, Misty, one niece. Jasmine in the east. Her campaign also
Wininger. and two grandmothers, Mrs. Bar- had stops in Bowling Green
bara Sue Cope and Mrs. Martha Croley, all and northern Kentucky.
of Benton; several aunts and uncles.
'There's always a lot to
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in learn about different parts of
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. the state,' Northup said at one
CfOkly
Rev. Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Bur- stop.
ial will follow in the Fairdealing Cemetery. Visitation will be
Northup filed last week to
at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Saturday). Expres- run against Fletcher and wealthy
sions of sympathy may be made to Jason Lynn Croley Memo- businessman Billy Harper of
rial Fund, do Heritage Bank. P.O. Box 525, Benton, KY 42025. Paducah for the GOP nomination. Northup and Harper both
Shirley Swift
say allegations that Fletcher's
Shirley Swift, 58, of Pottertown Road, Murray died at II administration handed out proa.m. on Friday. Jan. 19, 2007 at her home. Arrangements are tected state jobs to political
incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
supporters have left him too
politically
vulnerable
for
November success.
William H. Capps
Unlike in her last race _
• William H. Capps, 72, of Providence. Ky., formerly of
Whe,atcroft. Ky.. died Thursday night. Jan. 18, 2007 at Region- which hinged on national issues
41 Medical Center in Madisonville, Ky. He attended Victory such as President Bush and
Baptist Church and was a member of the Church of God of the Iraq war _ Northup will
Prophecy in Wheatcroft. He was retired from Island Creek have to address a different set
Coal Co., Providence No. 1. He was also past president of the of issues, such as whether KenUMWA Local 1623 for 40 years. He was preceded in death tucky should expand casino
gambling or how to create new
by his parents. Lewis and Ora Mae Capps.
Capps is survived by his wife of 51 years, Virginia Daire jobs.
Northup's efforts, however.
Clevenger Capps, of Providence. Ky.: two daughters, Katherine
Renee Capps and Debra Dee Capps Lawson, both of Murray: may be complicated by a GOP
one son. William Crawford Capps, Petersburg Ind.; one son, primary in which partisan votJames L. Capps, Wheatcroft: three grandsons, Derek Lawson. ers may split over her chalJames Lawson and William Capps, on step-granddaughter, Mindy lenging a sitting governor.
Top Republican Party offiJohnson; three stepgreat-grandchildren, Brennan Bella and Aaron.
Visitation has been scheduled after 4 p.m. on today, Satur- cials have not publicly endorsed
day. Jan. 20, and 8 a.m. until service time on Sunday. Jan. 21 either candidate.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell.
at Melton Funeral Home in Providence. Funeral services have
been set for 1 p.m. on Sunday with the Rev. Ralph Alexan- the state's leading Republican,
der officiating. Interment will follow at Green Grove. Provi- has called Northup 'a formidable opponent' but said he
dence.
won't endorse anyone in the

GOP primary. U.S. Sen. Jim
Bunning has declined to endorse
Fletcher's re-election bid.
"It doesn't make sense for
me that the Republican Party
will not come together and
support a sitting Republican
governor." said Paducah Mayor
Bill Paxton, a Fletcher supporter.
The last Jefferson County
politician elected governor was
Democrat Lawrence W. Wetherby in 1951. Before that, it was
Republican Augustus Willson.
who served as governor from
1907 to 1911.
Bill Stone, a prominent
Louisville Republican, said he
thinks Fletcher will be hard to
beat in the primary and that
Northup's background could
serve as a detriment to her
across the state.
"If Abraham Lincoln ran as
an East Louisville suburbanite, it wouldn't be 100 percent
positive even for him," he said.
'I don't think it's a statewide
political advantage."
In early campaign stops.
Northup has claimed that
Fletcher has been so weakened
politically by a state hiring
investigation that he cannot
win against a Democrat in
November. Since May 2005,
Fletcher has been under the

Town Crier

cloud of allegations his administration improperly steered protected state jobs to political
supporters. Fletcher pardoned
his entire administration during the height of the investigation. A Franklin County special grand jury eventually
indicted Fletcher on misdemeanor charges stemming from
the probe. The charges, however,
were
subsequently
dropped in a deal with prosecutors. A grand jury report
released later found Fletcher
had approved a 'widespread and
coordinated plan' to skirt hiring laws.
'As a Republican and as a
Kentuckian. I'm answering this
call to service because our
party and the people all across

Kentucky deserve an alternative to the current governor.'
Northup said at a news conference last week.
Rick Robinson. a GOP strategist from northern Kentucky.
and a former congressional aide
to now-U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning. said he thought the geographical factor favors Northup.
who comes from the state's
largest city. Northup's base lies
in Louisville's 3rd District,
which elected her to Congress
five times. As of Jan. 16, the
district had 150,945 _ out of
about I million statewide _
registered Republicans When
Northup lost her congressional scat in November, she collected 116.568 votes to Democrat John Yarmuth's 122.489.

Perfectly maintained home in walking distance from
Murray State. Beautiful inside and out. Charming built-in
cabinets and distinctive staircase, workshop, detached 2 car
garage. fireplace. 3 bedroom. 2 bath. brick home, move-in
condition, with over 2,000 sq. ft. of living area, Priced to
sell at $144,900. MLS 034196
or Mar far•parreat• Wiwi.at
2711.2,3-7119, AIM 2711-733-14151 or 1100435-111.111

NOTICE
III The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
at 6 p.m. Monday in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
COuffei 1)(22/%4e,

E0Cdpeti‘orr.rt,
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Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr Phillip !Clapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist

IreaAr aatOraleel"f CO

Patricia Klapper RN'Hearing Aid Specialist
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Providinit services for;

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

IVtl thrt cope"- de
e

Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing care .for ages 12 and over

t() ANPhysician's Hearing Center
1/# Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

Karen Bailey, ARNP

• Preventive Health Care
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals

•
ifer C

A

•Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, Ky.
• They are Board certified to treat patients and write prescriptions

Cagle & Bailey
Opening
Monday
January 22

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

Adult f-fa mth

qv

To schedule
appointments call:
270.753.4616

Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South Ilth St.• Murray,KY
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State lawmakers
paying attention to
issues of children
By ROBERT TANNER
AP National Writer
Governors and legislators
returned to work this month
with renewed interest in the
needs of their youngest citizens, bringing a slew of
ideas on health insurance and
education.
Expanding health coverage
to all children is emerging
as a goal in many states,
even as debate continues
over how to provide care to
all the uninsured, adults and
youngsters alike.
"This is not only an economic crisis. It's a human
crisis and it demands action
now," Wisconsin Gov. Jim
Doyle, a Democrat, said. He
promised to reduce the cost
of care for families and
businesses, and is pushing
hard to expand the state's
health insurance program to
cover all children.
Similar expansions are
being proposed in Minnesota
and California, where Republican Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger called for
health care for all children,
including illegal immigrants,
as part of a sweeping expansion of coverage to nearly
all the state's 6.5 million
uninsured.
Demands for more emphasis on education, already one
of the biggest chunks of
state budgets, are getting
louder. Courts in Arkansas,
Illinois, New Jersey and
many other states have
ordered legislators to craft
more equitable funding systems. And parents and educators are pushing for greater
early education, including
kindergarten and pre-kindergarten classes.
"This is the year we
make an absolutely irrevocable commitment," said Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels, a
Republican who has vowed
to establish statewide, fullday kindergarten. Minnesota,
South Carolina and Washington state are also looking at
statewide early childhood
programs.
One reason for the new
ideas is that most states are
now on solid financial
ground, with the economic
downturn of the first years
of the decade long past.
Most are seeing healthy revenue and relatively strong
financial reserves, though
some analysts are warning
that there are worrying signs
of weakness ahead.
That financial freedom is
spurring new calls for tax
cuts, including rebates or
cuts in property taxes in
Minnesota. New York and
North Dakota; a reduction in

-These types of perks create an overly schmoozy
atmosphere in which the
concerns of the average citizen seem a little remote,"
said Oregon House Speakerelect Jeff Merkley, a Democrat. "We need to assure the
citizens of this state that we
are here doing their business
for them."
Illegal immigration is sure
to be back, with a slew of
get-tough bills in several
states. In Texas, one proposal
would bar the babies of illegal immigrants from receiving state benefits such as
food stamps, health care or
public housing. Critics say
that undermines the concept
of "birthright citizenship,"
which grants citizenship to
anyone born in the country.
Debates over gay rights
are brewing. Legislators say
they will pursue civil unions
or gay marriage in California, Connecticut, Oregon and
Washington state. In
Arkansas, some hope to reinstate a ban on gay foster
parents that the state
Supreme Court overturned
last year.
Other big issues bubbling
up include alternative energy,
identity cards, obesity and
eminent domain.
But just getting the job of
legislating done is a worry
among lawmakers in Nebraska, where voter-approved
term limits swept out nearly
half of the state's 49 senators in the last election, said
longtime Sen. DiAnna
Schimek.
She said she is not sure
whether such a large group
of rookies will be able to
tackle the challenges.
"That's the $64 million
question," said Schimek, an
18-year vete.an who lost her
bid for speaker to a 31-yearold senator elected three
years ago. "I don't feel certain of the answer."
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Ethics reform and campaign finance are expected to
be big topics of discussion
from Alaska to New Jersey.
Some states want to ban
all meals or gifts from lobbyists to lawmakers, after a
year in which scandals in
Washington were one of the
biggest factors in the election.
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income taxes in Alabama and
Nebraska; a cut in taxes on
groceries in Arkansas: and a
lowering of gasoline taxes in
Indiana.
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Bible-quoting Bryan
My senior honors seminar in American Religious History last year ended
its semester-long course with a truncated presentation of the play. Inherit the
Wind, based on the 1925 Scopes Trial.
Powerful drama though it was, it left
me feeling guilty for having focused so
much attention upon
William Jennings
Bryan (called Matthew
Harrison Brady in the
play) in his twilight
years.
Surely. I thought, a
man who championed
common people all
his career, who was
the Democratic candidate for president
SIL
K"' three times, and who
By Larry
was Secretary of State
McGehee
under Woodrow WilSyndicated
son deserved to be
Columnist
remembered for something other than his
death-days pietism.
That guilt in mind. I read Michael
Kazin's recent biography. A Godly
Hero: The Life of William Jennings
Bryan (Alfred A. Knopf, 2006, 376
pp.), searching for a better Bryan than
the latter-day limping legend left with
us in his last scene of his life in Dayton, Tenn. Alas. Kazin's portrait of
Bryan leaves my guilt only halfassuaged.
Bryan's earlier achievements were
monumental. With only four years of
public service, as a congressman from
Nebraska, his silver-tongued oratory in
advocacy of silver-based currency propelled him to a national spotlight in
the 1890s and made him the Democratic candidate in 1896 when the party
seemed on its deathbed and when the
nation seemed to be owned by big
business.
Broadening his appeal after his
defeat that year, he stayed in the spotlight by becoming "the Great Commoner" spokesperson for lower and middle
classes against vested interests and corporate controls, and received the party's
nomination again in 1900 and again
lost the race.
Sounding that theme for the next
eight years, he added to it an increasing religious message. epitomized in his
support of national prohibition and in
his increased reliance upon scripture in

his speechifying. He was a tireless public orator, speaking hundreds of times
each year, the darling of Chautauqua
circuits from which he made a very
prosperous living.
(He spoke at Wofford College, where
he allegedly spent the night in the
home of Professor Gus Gamewell,
Lyceum director—perhaps in the room
upstairs that is now my office.)
Bryan's religious and grassroots networks brought him back for one final
unsuccessful try for the presidency. as
the candidate in 1908.
In the process of losing three presidential races, Bryan made his greatest
contribution to the country. He reconstructed the Democratic Party, setting
the direction it would take as the
champion of the common folks under
Woodrow Wilson and under Franklin
Roosevelt.
That is the legacy that stands in
contrast to the popularized stereotype
forerunner of Pat Robertson-type religious-right public displays.
The Bryan that appears after his
third presidential race loss is less
attractive. Bryan ages and, in his insatiable appetites for food (often six
meals a day) and for affection (his
quest for appreciative large audiences),
he resorts to making himself a mockery
of himself.
Knowing he will not be given a
fourth chance for the party nomination
in 1912, he could not wrest himself
away from being the center of attention. In three overly-dramatic acts at
the convention, he succeeds in being in
control and in the limelight, thereby
giving to Woodrow Wilson the nomination that otherwise would have gone to
Speaker of the House Champ Clark. In
the process, he jettisoned his friendship
and debts to Clark and revealed himself
as ego-driven, sanctimonious, and selfserving.
His reward is a renewed place in
the public eye as Secretary of State. a
place that he later forfeits by opposing
the United States entering the first
World War.
The remaining years of his life,
until his sad and dramatic demise in
Dayton shortly after the trial that
became his hallmark. found Bryan
increasingly out of touch with the
times, with politics, and with people.
He took refuge in past causes and
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William Jennings Bryan delivering the
"Cross of Gold" speech at the
Democratic National Convention in
Chicago on July 9, 1896.
acclaims, and couched himself in the
comforts of scripture-quoting.
His fiercest critic, journalist H. L.
Mencken, described him at Dayton: "He
seemed only a poor clod like those
around him, deluded by a childish theology, full of an almost pathological
hatred of all learning, all human digni
ty. all beauty, and fine and noble
things. He was a peasant come home
to the barnyard."
Enough injustice was done Bryan
by Mencken's characterizing caricature
to make us seek some balance and
redress in judging him nearly a century
later. Michael Kazin. by looking at the
whole man and the whole life, gave us
a much more balanced portrayal. But it
was not enough to make us love Bryan
as we wished we could do, only
enough for us to be grateful to him for
saving the Democratic Party to serve
and to excel in 20th Century crises
(depression and war) that were yet to
come.
Larry McGehee, professor-emeritus at
Wofford College, may be reached by email at mcgeheelt@wofford.edu.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
Reading the Jan. 17 Murray Ledger
& Times article "Planning committee
hears support for tech center," I was
struck by the twisted logic that has
been repeated many times in ML&T
articles about the Murray-Calloway
schools controversy.
First, according to the article, the
"$1 million in ADA funding tied up in
Frankfort under a three-year non-resident agreement" in reality is not tied
up at all. The noted agreement (that is
a document signed by two parties.
Murray city school officials and Calloway County school officials) establishes clear numbers of non-resident students each school system will allow to
attend their schools in exchange for
ADA funds.
The SI million is for Calloway residents the Murray school system has
allowed to attend their schools above
and beyond the agreed numbers. Can
someone explain why tlfe Murray
school system is seeking ADA money
for students who are not part of the
noted agreement" Has the Murray sys-

tern unilaterally elected not to abide by
the agreement'?
Second, Murray school officials keep
saying if the $1 million in ADA funding is accessed from Frankfort "both
districts would share the money." Refer
to (Opinion of the Attorney General)
91-75, which reads in part. "Supplemental agreements in which a district
requires that the district taking a
greater number of non-resident children
(Murray) must give back to the home
district (Calloway) a certain percentage
of state funds attributable to excess
non-resident students are impermissible
and may be unconstitutional."
It goes on to say there is "no statutory authorization- for this type of
financial arrangement. In short, it is
against the law! Just how do Murray
school officials propose to get around
the fact that sharing ADA funds is not
legal'?
Third. the article suggests that Murray school officials "will keep the
vocational school open if (Calloway)
will work with (Murray) to get that
money from Frankft-xt." How is this

position not tantamount to bribery?
There is one point in the article that
appears to be quite correct. The Murray
school system has a financial dilemma.
But let's be clear. This crisis is not
being caused by the Calloway County
school system, and the noted agreement
on ADA funding is not a contributing
factor.
When a group makes an agreement
then openly and carelessly decides not
to follow the terms of the agreement.
blame for the consequences is squarely
on their shoulders, not the other party
in the agreement (who is striving to
operate within the terms of the agreement).
Murray school officials have several
options for resolving their financial
problems beyond getting the SI million
from Frankfort. They could start by
operating within the parameters of the
multi-year agreement which was their
idea in the first place.
Sincerely.
Bill Cowan
Murray, Ky
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Tables r ling fast for
Busines@Breakfast
Did y'ou know...
I ables are filling up for the
State of the Community'
Business(
Breakfast
Tuesday in
the Curtis
Center? Our
community
looks forward to
this annual
event feaChamber turing
Chat
Mayor Tom
By Lisa
Rushing
Satterwhite
and JudgeExecutive
County
Larry
Chamber of
Commerce
Elkins as
guest speakers. Reservations are recommended for this first breakfast of 2007 and are available by calling the Chamber
of Commerce at 753-5171.

Coming Up Around
Town

Twifla Williams (left). executive officer of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors. and
Tina Wright. calendar contest chairperson, look at some of the students drawings that will be
considered for use in a 2008 Fair Housing Calendar The local Board of Realtors in cooperation with the Kentucky Association of Realtors (KAR) sponsors the annual calendar contest
Photo provided

My Reality Tattoos and Body Piercings is 100 percent sterile
and features artwork by Danielle and Stash with over 30 years
expenence. Open from 1 - 10 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday, My Reality's work can be viewed online at
www.myrealitytattoos.com. Call them at 759-5600 or stop by
707C South 12th Street to see their art.

Executive Inn, Paducah. Jan.
27, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
LBL Bison Auction, Elk
The McKendrees. Badgett
& Bison Prairie Corral,
Playhouse.
Grand Rivers, Jan.
Today. 9 a.m., call 270-92427,
8
p.m..
call 1-888-3622065 for more info.
AQHA Horse Show, Cher- 4223 for tickets.
Beginning Oil Painting
ry Ag Expo Center, Today, 9
with local artist Mary
& Jan. 21, 8 a.m., free
Fuhrman, Murray Art Guild,
admission.
Jan. 29 - Feb. I. 6 - 9
Microchipping Clinic.
p.m., call 753-4059 to regisOrscheln's Farm & Home
ter.
Store, Today, 10 a.m. - I
Safety Training & Envip.m.. dogs on leashes and
cats in carriers for $10 each. ronmental Protection, LLC
presents an 8-hour OSHA
Pet First Aid Course,
MCC Library, Today, 12:30 - Record Keeping Seminar,
Best Western training room.
4:30 p.m., $30. call 7531503 N. 12th St., Jan. 31. 8
1421 or 759-1884.
a.m.
- 4 p.m., S150/particiMSU Lady Racers vs.
pant,
registration deadline
Tennessee-Martin. RSEC.
Jan. 22, contact 753-6529 or
Tonight. 5:15 p.m.
kathy@stepky.com to register.
MSU Racers vs. TenLee Greenwood in concert
nessee-Martin, RSEC.
with special guests Larry:
Tonight. 7:30 p.m.
Stewart from Restless Heart
WKMS presents Music
and award-winning songwritFrom the Front Porch featurers
Rob Crosby and Ed
ing Bawn in the Mash and
Bruce,
Lovett Auditorium.
The McKendrees. Johnson
MSU, Jan. 31. 7:30 p.m.,
Theatre, MSU, Tonight, 7
call 1-877-894-4474 for tickp.m.. tickets $10 at door.
ets.
seating begins at 6 p.m.
MSU Lady Racers vs.
MTV Cast Members Syrus
Austin
Peay, RSEC. Feb. 1,
and Randy from Real World
p.m.
5:15
visit Murray Place Apts.,
MSU Racers vs. Austin
1700 Lowes Dr., Jan. 24, 3
Peay,
RSEC, Feb. I, 7:30
- 6 p.m., call 759-3003 for
p.m.
more info.
Motocross. Cherry Ag
Fame produced by CamExpo Center, Feb. 3 and
pus Lights. Lovett AuditoriFeb. 10, exhibition race: 10
um, MSU, Jan. 25 - 28.
pro race: 7:30 p.m.
a.m.:
Truck Pull, Cherry Ag
CeCe
Winans. Carson
Expo Center. Jan. 26 - 27,
Rivers
Four
Art Center, Feb.
7:30 p.m.
p.m.
7:30
3,
Home, Lawn Garden and
Basic Jewelry Techniques
Living Show, RSEC, Jan. 26
instructed by Beverly Kiet28.
Lke, Murray Art Guild. Feb.
American Red Cross
10 and Feb. 17. 10 a.m. Emergency Blood Shortage
Drive, all types needed, Wal- noon, call 753-4059 to register.
Mart, Jan. 27, 9 a.m. - 1
Pocahontas, Lovett Auditop.m.
rium,
MSU. Feb. 12, 12:30
Bristol's Bridal EXPO,
7:30 p.m.; Feb. 13
p.m.
and
Carroll Convention Center,

-Nobody Can protect your

UTO any better than we can!

and 14. 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m.; Feb. IS. 9:30 a.m.
Knights of Columbus
Bingo, K of C Hall, 332
Squire Rd., every Tuesday ,
6:30 p.m.

Welcome New Chamber
Members
The Kentucky Voice.
media/newspaper, Kathryne
Robinson, 1210 Bernheim
St., Paducah. KY, 270-4480733.
E & W Electronics and
Communications, commercial/industrial electrical, communications, security, Marty
Woodman, PO Box 1378.
Paris, TN. 38242, 731-6425484.

Business After Hours
/RibbonCuttings/Ground
breakings
Murray Laser Center, 1625
Hwy. 121 North. Jan. 25. 10
a.m. (ribbon cutting/new
business).
Hampton Inn, Hwy. 121
Bypass between Ryan's and
Lowe's. Jan. 26. 3 p.m.
(groundbreaking).
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Women's Pavilion,
Feb. I. 4:30 p.m., (ribbon
cutting); 4 - 6 p.m., (business after hours).
MSU Ag Dept. Soybean
Night during MSU game,
Concourse D, RSEC. Feb. 8,
6:30 p.m.. (business after
hours).
For more inprmation on
becoming a member of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce or
hosting a Chamber event
contact Tab Brockman or
Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Realtors' calendar contest
draws plenty of entries
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors, in cooperation with the Kentucky Association of Realtors(KAR).sponsored a Fair Housing Calendar contest with entries from
fourth and fifth grade students
from throughout the community considered for inclusion
in the 2008 calendar.
Said TwiIla Williams, executive officer, of the local board
of Realtors, "We usually have
local affiliate members of our
board look at the drawings that
have been submitted. From the
ones they look at. they will

Vtioste

Insurance coverage, low
fast, fair claims service.
discounts,
attractive
and
rates,
Call us today.

NewWave adding bandwidth
to its high-speed Internet
SIKESTON,
Mo.
NewWave Communications is
giving increased bandwidth to
all of its high-speed Internet
customers at no additional
charge.
While NewWave's
coaxial broadband already
delivers speedy surfing. beginning in January, customers will
be able to send and receive
information across the Web in
about half the time.
Current speeds of 384 kilobits per second (Kbps)upstream
and 3 megabits per second
(Mbps) downstream will nearly double. New uploads will
deliver 512 Kbps, while downloading most information from
the Internet will take about a
second at 6 Mbps. In many
markets. NewWave will now
offer 10-Megabit downloads for
even faster Internet service.
James Gleason, CEO of
NewWave
Communications,
explains. "In layman's terms,
this means a file that took ten

seconds to download will now
take about five.
Our subscribers will be able to surf
easier and faster. They'll see
improved performance. hut they
won't see this cost being passed
onto them in their bill, because
we are not charging anything
for this improvement. It is
our gift to our family of customers."
In addition to high-speed
Internet service, New Wave
Communications delivers cable
and high-definition television
and local and long distance
telephone services. Headquar-

441tThe Insurance Center
of Murray

Your best insurance
is a good agent
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1355 Palmer Drive, Benton
Gorgeous waterfront town home located on Arnold Palmer designed
course 3 bedrooms, hardwood and tile floors throughout the home.
walk-in closets and solid marble Jacum tub Master suite with lake
views Water on all three sides Great tres de.k fin entertmning and a
sprinkler system. $289,900 mls /36055
Ong lietthitt, CI.TC

Mike Young. ARAI

tered Sikeston. Missouri. the
company is committed to Minging world-class technoiogy to
small town residents and business owners.
"We are very excited to be
able to deliver increased speeds
to our customers, especially at
no additional charge. We are
constantly investing in tech
nology to maintain our goal
of providing world-class coin
munications to homes and bum
nesses." according to Cameron
Miller. General Manager of
Western Kentucky/Tennessee
region.
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McNutt Insurance

Dan posemitt. AM

the cover of the calendar
come from those selected as
winners in Frankton. You can't
vote on entries from your own
area, which helps to make the
selection more objective"
The calendar entries come
from all across Kentucks and
are submitted through the l'. al
boards 01 Realtors, of whit+
there are approximately 26 in
the Commonwealth. Williams
said. However. onl) the first
12 boards responding get to
participate in the calendar
process.
She said the 2(X)8 calendai
will be the fourth year for the
contest.

Kopperud Realty's

Look to us for quality Auto

118 South 5th St. • Murray
753-4451
Westaide • Court Square

pick the top three "
She said local Realtors would
then take those three with them
to Frankfort for the February
meeting of the Kentucky Association of Realtors. While at
the meeting the final cut will
he made for use in the 2008
calendar.
"The top local winner will
be used in the calendar and
that student will receive a S3(/1
United States Savings Bond.
Although the second and third
place finishers won't he used
in the calendar, those two students will each receive a $5()
Savings bond," Williams said
She said the artwork used on

711 \lain St.

-R1-12"

270-753-8355
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COMMUNITY
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group to meet Monday at Library

SeniorActivities
By TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center is located at 607 Poplar St., Murray.
Our phone number is 7530929. Lunch is served daily
at 11:30 a.m. for a suggested
donation of $1.50. Beverages
are lowfat milk, ice tea and
coffee.
We offer transportation on
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. If you live in the
city limits and need a ride to
our center, the doctor, grocery
store, bank or pharmacy, please
call at least one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open
each week. Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Those who are 60 and
older are invited to exercise
at no cost, as well as take advantage of other activities and
services we have to offer. Contact the center at 753-0929 for
more information.
Activities and menus for the
week of Jan. 22-26 have been
released as follows:
Monday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8 a.m.
or 9 a.m., Stride with Pride
Walkers meet at 10 a.m. for
indoor walking. Nutrition class
at 10 a.m.. Fitness Aerobics
Class at 10 a.m., Bingo at
12:30 p.m. and Line Dance at
2 p.m. in the gym. Beef stew,
marinated vegetables, whole
wheat roll, fruit crisp and raisins
will be on the lunch menu.
Tuesday events include
Strength and Stretch class at
8 a.m., Devotion at 10 a.m.,
Men's basketball at 10 a.m. in
the gym and note the change
in time, Women's Issues at

10:30 a.m. in the education
room and Ping Pong at 12:30
p.m. On the lunch menu will
be grilled chicken breast, mixed
vegetables. penne pasta salad,
whole wheat roll and winter
fruit cup.
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8 a.m.
or 9 a.m., Stride with Pride
Walkers canceled, Powder Puff
Pool play from 10 to 11:30
a.m., Bridge Class at 10 a.m.
in education room and Pinochle
Club at noon. Those who have
signed up for the Paducah Shopping trip should be prepared
to leave at 9 a.m. Baked pork
chop, mashed potatoes, broccoli, whole wheat bread and
pineapple chunks will be on
the lunch menu.
Thursday events will be
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m. and Ceramics Class
will leave at 9 a.m. for a field
trip. Our movie matinee showing "Ice Ages: The Melt Down,"
rated PG, will be shown at 12:30
p.m. in the gym. On the lunch
menu will be baked salmon
croquette, macaroni and cheese.
creamy cole slaw, whole wheat
roll and fresh fruit cup.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8 or 9 a.m..
Open Bridge at 10 a.m., Blood
Pressure checks from 9:30 to
10:30 a.m. and our White Elephant Auction fundraiser will
begin at 12:30 p.m. in the gym
and call the office at 753-0929
for details. Pepper steak, seasoned beans, seasoned greens,
corn bread and fig newton will
be on the lunch menu.
Murray-Calloway
Senior
Citizens Center is a United
Way agency.

Belva named to dean's
list at Georgetown College
GEORGETOWN, Ky. —
One student from Murray has
been named to the dean's list

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St

NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JAN. 25
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY

moviesinmurray.com
Stomp The Yard
P613. 1.25 - 3:50 - 7:30 • 9:50

Dreamgirls
P613 - 1 :05 - 3:45 - 7:10 - 9:40

for the fall semester at Georgetown College, announced
Provost/Dean of the College
Dr. Rosemary Allen.
Brian Christopher Belva, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Belva
of Murray is the honor student.
The dean's list honors undergraduate students who completed the semester with at
least 12 hours and a 3.7 GPA.
Georgetown is a four-year
Baptist College defined by academic excellence in the liberal arts that teaches students to
think, to lead, and to serve
with4 balance and respect as
denfnstrated and modeled by
Christian character.

We Are Marshall
PG- 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:
- 3:15 - 6:55 - :1"

The Hitcher
The Good Shepherd
R - 2:35 - 6:35
Primeval
R - 12:40 - 9:45

Pursuit Of Happyness
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:30
Charlotte's Web
G - 1:30 - 3:35

By Jo Burkeen

Photo provided

SPECIAL EVENT: Kathy Perkins of First Christian Church,
left, and Patsy Chaney of First United Methodist Church,
right, present a check for over $300 from the proceeds of
the soup and corn bread sale at the Dickens event to
Carmeleta Norvell, center, director of Life House Care
Center. Not pictured is Debbie Bell of First Baptist Church.
Volunteers from the three churches collaborated on the
soup sale.

MHS Academic Team
places in the elite eight of
the Statewide Academic
Competition Tournament
The Murray High School Academic Team recently placed in
the elite eight of the 2006-2007
Statewide Academic Competition Tournament,held at Eastern
Kentucky
University.
Bradley Black, Wesley Bolin.
Shraddha Chakradhar. Richard
Osban and Daniel White, MHS
Academic Team students, completed four rounds of play during the double-elimination State
All "A" Classic that involved
the top 16 academic teams from
class "A" schools across the
state.
Coached by Jason Shelby

may pick up theirfiles at Overbey
& Adams, 291 Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky. William C. Adams, III (Chip
Adams) will continue the practice of law as
Overbey & Adams and will maintain his
office at 291 Main St.,
Murray, Kentucky.

I remain respec0411y
yours,
Wm. Donald Overbey

Electric board will meet
Murray Electric System will have its board meeting Monday at 4 p.m. at the Carroll Conference room. 205 N. Fourth
St.

Extension Council

will meet

Calloway County Extension Council will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at the extension office. For information call 753-1452.

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m.. This is a support group for people who have lost one
or both parents due to death and to help each other through
the hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129.

AARP Chapter to meet Tuesday
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP will meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. for lunch and meeting at noon at Pagliai's
Kyle Overton, district scout executive for Murray and Hopkinsville, will be the speaker. A board meeting will be at 11
a.m. Carol Block, president, urges all members and persons
over the age of 50 to attend.

Murray Singles will meet

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Life Center, Hazel; Saturday,
Jan. 27, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at Wal-Mart. Murray, and Tuesday and Wednesday. Jan. 30
and 31, from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Murray State University Curris Center.
"Remember one pint of
blood can provide life sustaining benefits for three people.
Patients' lives depend on it,"
Doyle said.
"The Red Cross can collect
blood, but only you can provide life-saving blood. Become
a member of an exclusive
group: The five percent of the
eligible United States population that actually donates blood.
Plan to donate blood every 56
days (8 weeks) and encourage
others to give blood," added
Doyle.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
q17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds. not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood.
Each participant will receive
a free give away. Refreshments
will be served.
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Murray First United
Pentecostal Church
invites you to help us
celebrate the first year
anniversary of
Pastor and Sister Shannon
Waltmon's ministry in Murray.

My clients

I appreciate the opportunity to have served
my clients over the last
45 years.

MAGIC (Maturing Adults Growing in Christ) of First Baptist Church will meet Monday at noon. Soup will be furnished
with others asked to bring sandwiches or desserts. A Chinese
auction of white elephant gifts will be held. All adults are
invited.

An emergency blood shortage of area inventories of blood
types 0-, 0+, A- and B- has
been declared, according to
Larry Doyle, chairman of blood
drives for the Calloway County Chapter of the American
Red Cross,
The Red Cross is committed to providing a safe and
adequate blood supply for the
community.
Persdns are urged to free
up a hour and donate at one
of the three blood drives being
held in the next 10 days. These
will be Monday from 1 to 6
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Family

Email: cnsresearch@bellsouth.net
Or visit our web site: www.jonmgustafsonmd.com

72 years after my father founded Overbey
Law Firm, and after 45 years of law practice, I have decided to retire from the active
practice oflaw

MAGIC meeting on Monday

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. For information call Pat at 809-3809.

Clinical Neuroscience Associates, Inc.
•

and Jonathan Watkins, the MHS
Academic Team competed
against numerous Kentucky academic teams including, Middlesboro and Villa Madonna.
Pikeville's Academic Team
claimed the championship title.
The Murray High School Academic Team plays host to District GOVerf106 Cup Competition, held Feb. 1-3. Calloway,
Marshall, Christian Fellowship
and Murray will be competing
for the title. After the district
competition, teams advance to
the Regional and State competitions, held in the spfing.

Calloway County Middle School FTSA
will meet Monday at 6 p.m. in room 136.
All interested parents of middle school students are encouraged to attend.
Community
Editor

Red Cross schedules three
emergency blood drives

If you are age 18 or older and suffered from shingles more
than 3 months ago, you may be eligible to
participate in a clinical research study. A doctor in your
area is currently conducting a study on Postherpetic
Neuralgia (pain that persists after
shingles). Study related procedures, physical exams and
study medication will be available to you at no cost.
For more information please email:

R - 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:25

Program Information Call 753-3314

lo's
Datebook CCMS PTSA will meet

Do You Feel Like a Giant Pincushion?
Experiencing PAIN after SHINGLES?

Night At The Museum
PG - 1

Adult Great Books Discussion Group
will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of the t'alloway County Public
Library.
Emily Wolfson will be the leader for
the discussion of a short story, "Dartleby
Scribener, a Story of Wall Street," by Herman Melville.
Anyone who has read the story is invited to take part in the discussion.

Re,
/ a Mrs

Shannon Waknon

WHERE:

Murray First United Pentecostal Church
1945 State Rt. 121 N.

WHEN:

January 19th, 20th, 21st

TIMES:

7:00 p.m. Friday & Saturday
10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Sunday

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

Alzheimer's Group will meet Tuesday
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Cindy Ragsdale L.S.W. at 762-1108.

Relay for Life team plans promotion
Relay for Life team of Kirksey United Methodist Church
will have a rebate night on Monday from 4 to 10 a.m. at
Backyard Burger.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings
on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Subway, Puryear. Tenn..
and from 1 to 3 p.m. at C-Mart. Hazel.

Horse show at Expo Center
America Quarter Horse Show will be held at the West Kentucky Exposition Center today and on Sunday at 8 a.m. There
is no admission charge and the public is urged to attend.

Microchipping clinic is today
The Humane Society of Calloway County will have a microchipping clinic today from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Orscheln's in
Murray. This is an opportunity for pet owners to provide a
permanent way of identifying their dog or cat by implanting
a grain of rice sized microchip under the dog's skin. Cost of
microchip and registration is $10 and custom tags will be
available for $2. Free pet photos will be taken for the Lost
Pet Registry. For more information contact the society at 7591884 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Monday through Thursday.

Free throw event today
Murray Council #6897 of the Knights of Columbus will
host the 2007 Free Throw Shooting championship for all boys
and girls, ages 10-14, today from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. 607 Poplar St. Boys and girls can stop at
the center anytime between the hours to shoot their free throws.
After points are totaled, winners from each age group will be
notified and award plaques for each group will be given later.
Local winners can advance to district, state, national and international events. For information call Kevin D'Angelo at 2937061 or Mark Kennedy at 752-3333.

SPEAKERS:
Friday night - Rev. Bob Simon from N. Dakota ministering
Narlock Family from Indiana singing
Saturday night, Sunday morning and Sunday night, Rev. Sylvester
Narlock will be ministering with Narlock Family singing.
Foe MORT INFORMATION Oat 753-7262

'saws Bits Got You Down? ;
REFINANCE NOW MIK
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HOME MORTGAGE
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Taylor selected as
All-American Scholar
Tricia Taylor, a freshman at
Calloway County High School.
has been nominated by Viuxia
Elliott, teacher and then selected by the United States Scholar Program as an All-American Scholar Award winner.
Nominations are made by
teachers throughout the nation.
Taylor is select group of students who excel in all academic areas.
Taylor was also awarded
USSA national mathematics
winner by excelling in all areas
of math.
She has received various academic awards, has been on the
all A honor roll every semesTricia Taylor
ter, and is a member of FBLA,
Fellowship of Christian Ath- varsity tennis team.
Ides. Beta Club, Gifted and
Taylor is the daughter of
Talented, UKD Competitive Anne and Jay Morgan, and Scott
Dance Team, and the Calloway Taylor.

Low Levels of Blood cause
concern with American
Red Cross officials
Special to the Ledger
The blood supply in central Tennessee and southwest
Kentucky has dropped to less
than a 36-hour supply. with
even lower levels of blood types
0-plus. 0-negative and B-negative. Such low levels of blood
are causing concern for American Red Cross officials.
"Right now the supply of
Type 0 blood is at such a
low level that we're not able
to send hospitals everything
they're requesting," said Dita
Gardner, donor recruitment representative for the American
Red Cross region that includes
Calloway County. "We need
people eligible to give blood.
to do so as soon as possible."
All eligible donors are needed. Donors have to be at least
17 years of age, at least 110
pounds and in good general

health.
All blood types are needed; blood types 0 negative. A
negative, and B negative remain
critically low — each below
a one-day supply. That means
if collections stopped and normal usage continued the supply would be out of blood in
24 hours.
Upcoming Red Cross blood
drives in Calloway County are
as follows:
—From 1 to 6 p.m. Jan
22 at Hazel Baptist Church;
—From 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Jan. 27 at Wal-Mart in Murray; and
—From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Jan. 30 and 31 at Murray
State's Curris Center.
For more information or to
schedule you blood donation
appointment, call 1-800-GIVELIFE (1-800-448-3543).

53It i•/ ..n.nou.ncemen/
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Brooklyn Dawn Lowery

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dell Lowery of 211 Tanglewood Dr..
Paducah, are the parents of a daughter, Brooklyn Dawn Lowery, born on Friday, Nov. 24. 2006, at 11:19 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed 7 pounds I ounce and measured 18 inches. The mother is the former Courtney Lyons.
Grandparents are Donny Lyons of Murray. Billy and Debbie Mills of Kirksey, Anne Catherine Adams of Fulton, Bobby
Adams of Kirksey and the late Lynn Everett Lowry of Bradford, Tenn.
A great-grandmother is Patricia Goodridge of Seminole. Fla

Carys Parker Hutson
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hutson of Gallatin. Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Carys Parker Hutson, born on Saturday.
Dec. 30, 2006, at 10:28 p.m. at Baptist Hospital, Nashville.
Tenn.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 11 1/2 ounces and measured
18 1/2 inches. The mother is the former Amy Alexander Wade.
Maternal grandparents are the late Albert and June Wade of
Paris, Tenn. Paternal grandparents are Harold (Butch) and Jeannie Hutson of Murray.
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-Heart Smart" is the program toes, *baby carrots, garden
for the menus in the cafeteria Mead vegetables, broccoli
of Murray-Calloway ('ounty cheese bites, *chicken noodle
Hospital.
soup.
Anne Newberry, dietitian.
Thursday - *chicken pesto
said the menus are designed wraps. Sloppy Joe on bun.
to help those restricting satu- *pork loin, baked beans, yelrated I ats and sodium in their low squash casserole. *tender
diets.
spinach, whipped potatoes
Menus. subject to occasion- w/gravy, corn fritters, potato
al changes. for the week of and bacon soup.
Jan. 22-28 have been released
Friday - prime sea strips,
as follows:
beef stroganoff. *southwest
Monday - 'cabbage roll. grilled chicken, also served
pork cutlet w/gravy, oven fried w/bacon and cheese. 'tender
chicken, green bean casserole, noodles, asparagus-pea CASSCmashed
potatoes
w/gravy, role, 'Harvard beets. *baked
*steamed vegetable medley. potato, Wisconsin cheese soup.
black-eyed peas, tomato FloSaturday - 'cabbage roll.
rentine soup.
savory pork chop. *Capri blend
Tuesday - chicken strips, vegetables, *turnip greens.
liver and onions, *fish filet mashed potatoes and gravy,
almondine,
macaroni
and fried okra, soup of the day.
cheese,
mashed
potatoes
Sunday - *roast turkey
w/gravy, *seasoned cabbage, breast, tender beef tips w/noofned zucchini, taco soup.
dles, corn bread sage dressWednesday - Domino's ing, greem beans, peas and
pizza. Swiss steak, *lemon pep- carrots, soup of the day.
per chicken, 'new red pota-

Pnou) grosseari
NORTH ELEMENTARY ART CLUB: North Calloway
Elementary 5th graders can chose to loin the Art Club The
Art Club is directed by the school's art teacher. Sandy
Sasso This school year, there are 29 students in the club.
They meet each Friday morning to do various art protects.
and they also get to go on field trips throughout the year. In
addition to meeting on Fridays, North s Art Club also hosts
the annual School Wide Art Show each year Recently during a meeting of the Art Club. students made paper
snowflakes in vanouS Sizes to donate to the school's Music
Department for use in the K-1 winter music program.
Pictured making snowflakes are Kirsten Parker Emily
Eldndge, Ins Avila, and Callie Emerson

Family mealtime about more than food
On the surface it doesn't
look like much - a family
eating a
meal
together.
How
important
could that
be But if
that shared
mealtime
Extension
occurs on
a regular
basis, the
By
La Dawn Hale benefits
Calloway County can touch
Extention Agent many
for Family &
facets of a
Consumer
child's
Sciences
development.
Studies have shown that
children from families who
eat together more than
three times a week are less
prone to obesity. and drug,
alcohol and tobacco use.
Teenagers who participate
in family meals do better
in school, and aren't as
liable to get into fights or
have sex at a young age.
How can a simple mealtime routine accomplish all
this? It seems that gathering together to share food
also means that ideas are
shared. It's a good way for
parents to become more
involved in their children's

Notes

lives, as well as an ideal
time for parents to lead by
example. Also, a regular
routine of shared family
meals makes it more likely
that everyone will eat a
healthier, more balanced
diet.
Too often in our fastpaced, over-scheduled lives,
food is relegated to the
end of a long to-do list.
We cram our meals into
our busy schedules by
rushing through drivethroughs or eating in shifts
as we sit before a computer or television. And yet
the communal feeling that
the sharing of food imparts
is a major component of
the human culture.
Family meals can be
fun. This is the opportunity
for family members to
share the news of their
day. trade stones and jokes.
and practice the art of
polite conversation. A television can be a distraction,
so turn it off to keep the
focus on each other.
Aside from manners,
conversation and bonding,
the dinner table is also the
place to hone good nutrition habits that will follow
children throughout their
lifetimes. Encourage children to try new foods,

realizing that a child may
have to be exposed to a
food eight or more times
before it is accepted. If
hamburgers and fries are
all that children are used
to. they will grow up without appreciating the wide
variety of wholesome food
that is available.
Some children are naturally picky eaters. If your
child refuses a particular
food, offer a substitute that
is of equal nutritional
value. If he doesn't like
green vegetables, carrots,
corn or peas can be a
healthy alternative. If she
pushes away her milk.
yogurt or cheese can be a
good replacement that provides the calcium she
needs.
Encourage your children
to help in the kitchen. If
they feel they are part of
the meal planning and
preparation process. they
will be more inelined to
eat the food that's on their
plate. On the other hand,
don't require them to finish
every morsel on their
plates. That will only:
encourage the development
of poor eating behaviors in
years to come. Food should
never be used as a reward
or a punishment.
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medical
reserve
corps

ESTEE LAUDER
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January 21st through February 3rd

Licensed and non-licensed volunteers are needed
Free continuing education units awarded by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing through the Kentucky Department for
Public Health. Training provided during February at various
locations and times. For more information contact Allison
Beshear at 270-252-2702.

Worth 65.00, this exciting collection is all
yours with any Estee Lauder purchase of
25.50 or more.
It includes your choice of shade in: Pure
Color Long Lasting Lipstick, plus: Lash
XL Maximum Volume Mascara, Advanced
Night Repair Complex, Resilience Lift
Extreme Ultra Firming Creme. Pure White
1.men Eau de Partum Spray. Pebbled
osmetic Bag and Mirror.
Sp+ gond wPrle supplies lest Cluarltmet 44,Perl
Or 944 to.cucl
OW'

Sponsored by: Purchase District Health
Department, Marshall County Health
Department, Purchase Region One
Citizens Corps Council

0

4

Drapery • Specialty Rods • CLstom Bedding
Upholstery • Design Service Available.

Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

Will you be a health care
volunteer and help your
community during a
disaster?

ts

112%

CALL 4801/T OUR Buy 0/1/E.
CET ONE FREE SPEC/Ali

Murray

Take time to connect
with your family at mealtime. Your children will
take much more than full
stomach away from the
table
For more information
about famils activities such
as mealtime, contact the
Calloway County Extension
office at 753-1452.
Source: Sandra Bastin

afl PiactiE)
105-C S. 12" St.•Murray•753-5678
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Anglers could use sunshine after rain
We sure ,..ould use some
sunshine this week!
The unusual amounts of rainfall have prevented many
anglers from getting out and
catching those fine crappie.
Now, there are those who did
have time to
go, but they
carried their
rain gear just
in case.
Actually,
there were
some days
when
you
could have
fished some
Fishing
of the flats
ledges
or
Line
and caught
By Jerry
some good
Maupin
crappie.
stripers. yelOutdoors
low perch,
Columnist
bluegill,
largemouth bass and the fantastic smallmouth bass. The
wind is actually the most serious problem to all anglers when
fishing from a boat.
During the winter months,
the lakes are at a much lower
elevation. That is used as a
food prevention measure. This
more or less will restrict many
anglers from fishing or traveling just anywhere.
There are areas where even
the smallest of boats will run
aground if the marked channels are not observed, especially along the western side
of Kentucky Lake.
The weather forecast warned
of the coming rains and the
possibility of flooding, so the
Tennessee Valley Authority

Derek Schaefer, a Texas native, holds up a drum he
caught while visiting the area to fish with Glen Starks
and Outdoors columnist Jerry Maupin.
could release .the waters and
lower the lake elevation. This
usually prevents flooding from
the lakes. During the drawdown, it is sometimes more
difficult to locate the schools
of gamefish.
Crappie. in particular, cannot withstand the strong currents as well as the bass stripers,
catfish, drum and sauger can.
Their body design is such that
they don't do well in a strong
current, so they avoid it whenever possible.
That is why we can catch
more crappie along the ledges,
dropoffs and creek channels
where there are brushpiles, tree
tops or stakebeds to provide
cover for them.
When Kentucky Lake was
first formed, the trees were
cut. Most of them were burned,
but the stumps were left in

their place. Many of them
remain where they were rooted as trees.
All a person had to do in
order to catch a crappie was
put a goldfish minnow on hook
and lower it to the depth of
a stump. The larger bays —
such as Big Sandy, Blood River
and Jonathan Creek — became
the most famous areas on the
lake to catch big crappie.
Time has been good to us
and the area for allowing everything to remain as long as it
has. Many anglers have studied and figured out the patterns to most of the fish and
their natural habits. They understand the patterns of the weather and how different species
react to all of the different
weather patterns. It helps to
know this when trying RI catch
them.

Sometimes, however, the
weather becomes extreme and
all the anglers in the area must
take a break until it passes.
Some of us use this downtime to build the fish attractors we prefer and place them
in areas where the fish need
to have some new cover. You
must always place any type of
attractor in an area and at a
depth where boaters will not
be in any danger of it at any
time.
It must be of a type of
structure that will not be harmful or endanger any type of
aquatic life!
We have worked out some
great designs with PVC and
cement blocks, which will last
longer than most anglers. We
do catch several different
species at these locations once
the waters begin to rise in the
spring.
Now is the time to get out
and catch some of these fat
sauger. They are fat and will
get larger as their spawning
season peaks in the month of
March !Hundreds of anglers
gather below each of the dams
in this region to catch them.
Most anglers use the large.
fat shiner minnows to bait a
colorful jig. They will slowl,
bounce it along the bottom.
where the gizzard shad arc
feeding. If you can find the shad.
you will find the sauger.
They are a super fish to eat
and loads of fun to catch! Keep
up with the currents. When
they become a bit slower, then
it's time to go!
Happy Fishing!
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Jared Lynch holds up another big crappie he caught
while fishing with his cousin, Tyler Lynch, and Ledger &
Times columnist Jerry Maupin.

Local waterfowlers glued to Weather Channel
Cal Sisto told viewers a couple
of nights ago to keep an eye on the
next weather system to move into
our area, because it has the potential to be a "sigsnow
nificant
event."
That got my
attention
a
lot
quicker than had he
said "chance of
snow" or some
other
weather
banality.
Since yesterday,
In The
the term "significant snow event"
Field
takes
on
even
By Kenny
greater meaning.
Darnell
All any of us poor
Outdoors
little ol' waterfowl
Columnist
hunters have wanted all year is a cold
snap — but not too cold so that our
duck ponds won't freeze — and a
little snow and ice for the hearty
folks just north of us.
Well, we got our wish this past
week, and everyone stocked up on
steel shot and hand-warmers in prepa-

ration for a barrage of migrating
ducks and geese that were stittly to
settle into the first open fields ader
water they could find.
Mr. Duck (Charlie McKenney) and
I braved the arctic blast and broke
the ice to spend the morning looking at blue, albeit empty skies. No
migrators. no stragglers, not even a
resident duck or two came by.
If not for a trio of coots that paid
us no attention and a lone greater
scaup (bluebill) that tried to make a
desperate landing in the decoys as
we were pulling the boat away from
the blind. I wouldn't have had enough
material to finish this paragraph.
So with Mr. Sisto's words echoing in my head. I have pried myself
away from the Weather Channel long
enough to crank out the weekly epistle. The folks on the TV say snow
is eminent.
I believe them because they also
say that global warming is eminent,
and it's been pretty hot in the duck
blind this year -- and I'm not talking about the shooting action, either.
I also believe them because the young
ladies that report the sseather from

Atlanta are much more picturesque than
!NA Cal Sisto or Lew Jetton.
me recap the season to this
point: At the beginning of the season, all we needed was plenty of
water for the ducks to stop by on
the way to Boca Raton or wherever.
Well, we had the water, but the ducks
didn't stop. So all we needed was
water and a cold snap.
Well, we had a cold snap in December. but the ducks didn't stop. So
then all we needed was water, a cold
snap and some really nasty weather
to the north of us. Well, this past
week we had water (boy, did we
have water), a cold snap and nasty
weather just to our north. But the
ducks didn't stop.
So now all we need is water, a
cold snap, nasty weather up north
and a "significant snow event" to
make the ducks stop by for a little
visit. It just might happen this weekend, or maybe next week. It will
have to happen quickly, as duck season comes to an end at the close of
business on Jan. 28.
Speaking of coming to a close,
the books were sealed on the great

Kentucky deer season on Jan. IS.
Statewide, hunters in the Commonwealth harvested over 122,000 deer
this year — close to the 2002 total
of 124,000 and well ahead of last year's
112,500.
Archery hunters accounted for
14,000 of the total — less than the
17.6(X) taken by black powder users.
The much ballyhooed and often
maligned crossbow season produced
only 1,283 deer.
Owen was the top county for deer
harvest again with 3,300 taken. Crittenden was second with 3,085. Calloway County ranked down in the
pack with a harvest of 1,761, while
Graves produced a whopping 2,237
Graves is a big county, you know)
and Marshall was in the lower tier
with 742.
The lowest total came from Bourbon County, with only 173. Most of
the bluegrass area counties had very
low totals.
As for public hunting, the Ballard
WMA recorded 54 deer — 26 of
which were bucks. The Clarks River
NWR saw 130 deer taken. Forty-nine
of which were bucks. Hunters on the

Kentucky side of the LBL only took
140 deer, and 59 were bucks. The information does not include quota hunts
such as the Ballard Refuge and th
state park quota hunts.
Of all the deer taken in Kentucky
this past season, 51.7 percent were
bucks. During the past two seasons,
hunters have reported taking mom
does than bucks — a good thing as
far as wildlife managers are cote
cerned.
•
A shift to higher buck liars e5
means that more hunters are opting
for young bucks rather than taking 4
doe.
So as it now stands, deer hunters
in the Commonwealth are putting
away their equipment while duck an4
goose hunters are hoping for a Iasi!
second miracle to salvage the season.
Maybe if Cal and the girls on the
Weather Channel are right about the
snow event, we'll find ourselves kneel
deep in hungry ducks and geese. It
they miss the forecast — or if the
ducks and geese don't watch the Weather Channel — then spring turkey season is not too far away.

Locals should take hike on LBL's North-South Trail
By STEVE VANTREESE
For The Associated Press
GOLDEN POND. Ky. —
One of Kentucky's top hiking
and backpacking byways, the
North/South Trail, skewers the
full length of the Land Between
the Lakes national recreation
area.
The LBL is a relatively slim
peninsula between huge Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley,
capped on the north by a lakeslinking canal near Grand Rivers.
The federal area is 170,000
uninhabited acres of hardwoodbristling ridges and hollows as
it stretches south, across the
Tennessee line to an area boundary near Dover, Tenn.
The North/South Trail revels in the LBL's linear nature,
spanning 60 miles from its
northern tip near the canal to

the southern trailhead at the
South Welcome Center.
The trail in the U.S. Forest
Service-managed area is a hiking and biking route along
roughly its northern half. 31
miles from the northern trailhead to Golden Pond just south
of the east-west crossing of
U.S. 68. The section, especially a far northern stretch that
links with the Canal Loops
trail system. is popular with
mountain bikers.
One short segment of the
trail, south of Golden Pond
between Forest Roads 170 and
165, also is open to equestrian use. It links to the Wranglers Campground horse trails.
All the trail is open to pedestrians, day hikers as well as
backpackers. Few people. however. take on the North/South

Trail in a single march.
"You could probably do it
comfortably in about five days
and still enjoy it," estimates
Bill Ryan, a natural resources
specialists on the LBL staff.
Ryan noted frequent trail
elevation changes. from ridge
to hollow to ridge again, especially in the north. There is
an elevation swing of only 200
feet, but smaller increments
come repeatedly, adding a
degree of difficulty. especially
for the backpacker hauling 35
to 40 pounds, he said.
The trail mostly hugs the
western side of the LBL peninsula from the northern trailhead to near Golden Pond, giving walkers some of the best
views of Kentucky Lake when
they traverse timbered overlooks and rocky bluffs above

the sprawling Tennessee River
impoundment.
"If I were hiking the whole
trail, I'd start with the northern end first, the most difficult section, and get that over
with," Ryan suggested. The
southern half is more level, he
said.
Numerous LBL forest roads,
most of gravel, cut the
North/South Trail into smaller
segments and create servings for
shorter hikes — or places for
rendezvous points or supply
caches for through-hikers.
Mountain bikers on the
northern end can combine
North/South Trail segments with
forest road connections and
even the LBL-bisecting Kentucky 453. The Trace, to size
up circular loops for one-vehicle access.

INSURANCE(Home •Auto • Manufactured Home)

For linear walks of any
length, hikers and/or bikers will
need transportation on each end
of the North/South Trail segment they undertake. The LBL
has no shuttle service, so
trekkers on these routes usually team up and come with
two vehicles, leaving one at
the hike's final destination and
taking the other to the beginning trailhead.
"Utilities" along the trail are
limited. Treated water is scarce,
available at a very few LBL
sites accessible from the trail.
There are several springs where
water is available in all but
the driest of times, but this water
should be treated before use.
There are five open-ended
metal shelters up for grabs at
intervals for camping along the
trail. Holders of LBL Backcoun-

try Camping Permits can
bivouac almost any1vhere along
the trail.
Hiking and backpacking are
year-round options, yet late fall
to early spring is the preferred
season. Treks then avoid heat
and sticky humidity as well as
insect and tick annoyances ot
summer. Too, winter hikers get
better views through foliagefree
woodlands, including
wildlife viewing of deer, wild
turkeys, bald eagles, waterfowl
and a host of other small critters.
North/South Trail features
and logistics on a Land Between
the Lakes Hike & Bike Trail
Map. and more information are
from the U.S. Forest Service
by phoning the LBL at (800)
525-7077 or the Web site
www lbl.org.
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

Racers share struggles with Skyhawks
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers'
struggles have been well documented during this 2006-07 season.
First-year head coach Billy
Kennedy's squad, however, can
take solace in the fact that another Ohio Valley Conference program is having even bigger
problems.
Tennessee-Martin,
the
Racers' foe in tonight's OVC
action at the Regional Special
Events Center, continues its

seemingly endless struggle to
compete in the 11-team league.
The Skyhawks have finished
no better than fifth place in the
standings since joining the conference in 1992. That 14-plus
season stretch has included two
last-place finishes and a dozen
finishes in the boaorn half of the
standings.
Martin is again scuffling
entenng today's 7:3() p.m. tipoff, having lost eight of its last
10 and 15 of 20 games overall.
At 3-5 in OVC play, the
Skyhawks are mired in ninth

MAYFIELD 52, MURRAY 41

Lady Tigers
drop Class A
battle to Cards
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Staff Report
MAYFIELD,
Ky.
Homestanding Mayfield overcame an early deficit and the
absence of leading scorer
Karsten Byrn to defeat Murray
High 52-41 in a girls' Class A
matchup on Friday night at the
Mayfield Sports Arena.
The Lady Tigers(5-12) led 42 early, but watched as the Lady
Cardinals(8-7)ripped off a 16-2
scoring run to take command.
Mayfield led 18-6 at the end
of the first quarter and carried a
32-22 cushion into the halftime
break. Murray managed to cut
its deficit to just 35-28 in the
third quarter. but a pair of baskets by Jessica Hatchell and
Brittany Hubbard helped the
Lady Cards put the game out of
reach.
With the Lady Tigers trailing
49-39.
Mayfield's
Jaclyn
McCuiston sealed the win for
her team on a 3-pointer from the
left corner with 3:03 remaining.

Rri

MURRAY STATE ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times
New Murray State Athletic Hall of Famer Ronald 'Popeye" Jones taks with MSU Media Relations Director Dave Winder during
an interview prior to Friday night's MSU Hall of Fame Banquet & Induction Ceremony at the Cums Center. Jones, who went
on to a 12-year career in the NBA, remains the Racers' career leader in rebounding with 1.374 career boards.

'Popeye' recalls time at MSU
JONES ONE OF SIX NEW INDUCTEES WELCOMED INTO HALL FRIDAY NIGHT
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Newson and Jeremy Kelly. who and take their big guys away.
combined to score 35.8 points They jumped out on them and
per game After graduating, the pressured them into some
duo spent some time in NBA turnovers'
summer league camps last
The first-place Gosernors
August before earning European (I1-b. 8-1), who defeated the
contracts
Racers 68-59 on Tuesday night
Without its backcourt duo, in Clarksville, forced Martin
UTM has found the going tough, into 17 turnosers and held as
ranking last in the conference in much as a 17-point lead on the
turnover margin at minus 2.35.
Skyhawks before
winning
"Their perimeter guys have Thursday's contest 75-60 at
been inconsistent, from what I Martin
can tell," Kennedy said earlier
As a result of their backcourt
this week. "Austin Peay played struggles, the Skyhaw ks rank
them zone the whole game to try
IN See RACERS, 10A
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Haley Armstrong was the
leading scorer for Murray High
with 15 points. However, the
Lady Tigers struggled mightily
on the offensive end of the floor,
hitting just 11-of-47 shot
attempts from the field, including a 2-of-I2 effort from 3-point
range. Murray was also a paltry
17-of-34 from the free throw
line while being out-rebounded
31-21.
Hatchell
and
Heather
Benjamin shared team scoring
honors for Mayfield with 12
points apiece. The Lady Cards,
who were without Byrn due to a
knee injury. finished the contest
21-of-44 from the floor, including 3-of-5 from behind the arc.
Mayfield was also 7-of- 10 at the
charity stripe.
Murray High was scheduled
to begin play in the First Region,
All "A" Classic toummaent
today at approximately 2 p.m.
against Carlisle County at
Graves County's Eagles Nesi
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place in the 11-team league
Former Austin Peay assistant
coach Bret Campbell is in his
eighth season as the UTM head
coach. In that time, the
Skyhawks have compiled only
an 83-133 record. Campbell's
teams have advanced to the
OVC Tournament just five
times, and have never reached
the semifinal round.
The Skyhawks finished 1315 a year ago — losing to MSU
65-52 in the first round of the
OVC Tournament — behind the
talented backcourt of Jared

Mg11111111111111

KEVIN WEAKS / The Mayfield Messenger
Murray High's Leah Dieleman is fouled by Mayfield's Brittany
Hubbard on this shot attempt in the fourth quarter of Friday
night's game at the Mayfield Sports Arena. The Lady Tigers
struggled from the free throw line, hitting only 17-of-34
attempts in a 52-41 loss.

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Wildcats staying humble
during latest hot streak
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— The tape on Joe Crawford's left wrist
is starting to look a little ragged.
Though the wrist has healed for the most part since the Kentucky
guard injured it a few weeks ago, don't expect the tape to disappear
anytime soon.
The 25th-ranked Wildcats haven't lost — and the notoriously
superstitious Crawford has hardly missed a shot -- with the tape on.
At this rate, Crawford joked he might not take the tape off until
March.
If Kentucky (15-3. 4-0 Southeastern Conference) keeps it up. he
•See WILDCATS, 10A

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
When first told of his Induction into the Murray State
Athletic Hall of Fame, Ronald
"Popeye" Jones was convinced
it was a trick.
"I thought it was a joke," said
the former Racer great, who is
one of six members of the MSU
Hall's Class of 2007, which was
officially inducted during a forinal banquet on Friday night at
the Curris Center.
"I thought it was a friend
playing with me, or something.
But the (caller) said, 'no, it isn't
a joke.' I was very pleased," he
added.
Jones' basketball career at
Murray State was definitely no
joke to the fans who witnessed
it, or to the opposing coaches
who were victimized by his
unique skills, which would later
translate into a 12-year NBA
career.
Perhaps the most beloved and
decorated player in MSU basketball history. Jones finished
his career (1989-1992) as a
three-time All-Ohio Valley
Conference selection and was
named the league's player of the
year twice (1990 & 1991).
The OVC's Athlete of the
Year in both 1991 and 1992.
Jones is one of only seven MSU
men's basketball players to have
his jersey (No. 54) retired and
hanging in the rafters of the
Regional Special Events Center.
The Dresden. Tenn., native
ranks fourth on the Racers' aflame scoring list with 2,057
career points and is the school's
all-time leading rebounder
(1.374). He is the only player in
MSU history to have recorded
more than 2,000 points and
1.000 rebounds.
Jones helped the Racers to

SCOTT NANNEWLedger & Times
Members of the Murray State Athletic Hall of Fame's Class of 2007 include (from left) Tony
Wretlund, Jessica Widman. Ronald -Popeye" Jones, Jilly Doty, Gary Stephens and Dennis
Jackson.
tour OVC crowns and played in
While his career in an MSU
the NCAA Tournament three
uniform eventually became an
I think
times, including a memorable
outstanding one, the beginning
matchup against Michigan State
of Jones' time at Murray State
Murray
State
is
where
in the 1990 tournament, which
was just as unassuming.
occurred during his sophomore I learned to train and
Nothing much was expected
year.
from the admittedly overweight
The Racers lost that contest be a really good basJones when he first stepped onto
75-71 in overtime. It remains to ketball player.
the MSU campus out of Dresden
this day the closest a No. 16
High School. But, with the
seed has ever come to defeating
encouragement of then-Racer
— "Popeye" Jones head coach Steve Newton,
a No. 1 seed in the NCAA
he
New Mal Athletic Hall dropped the extra pounds and
Tournament.
"That was my first time in the
of Fame member on devoted himself to the hardNCAA
Tournament."
he
wood.
his career as a Racer.
recalled. "I didn't really care
"When I came here. I was
about the seeding. It didn't matnothing,"
Jones
claimed
ter to me if we were 15th or 20th really reflected hack on my "Nobody knew me. I played a
career
and
thought
really
about
or whatever. ... The only thing I
little bit my freshman year. but I
tried to do was just lay it on the all the accomplishments and the was mostly known as having the
things
that
here."
I
did
said
line in that game and try to help
biggest shorts in NCAA basketthe school come out with a big Jones, who currently resides in ball.
Denver Colo., with his wife.
win. And we were very close."
"I understood after sitting
Jones said he did not fully Amy,and their three sons. Justin down with Coach Newton after
comprehend all of his accom- (16), Seth (12) and Caleb (9). my freshman year that ill wantplishments in an MSU uniform "Even when I went to the NBA. ed to he the best basketball playuntil being told of his hall of 1 was still in the moment. I was er that I could he. I would have
still trying to be the hest basketfame induction.
to get into shape and really ded
ball
player that I could he. So I
"After I received that call, it
Kate myself." he continued
was probably the first time that I really never thought about my
college career, or any part of it."
11 See JONES, 1 OA
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No love lost between Painter, Sampson
Matt Painter has never been
one to shy away from telling it
like it is. And he is not one to
back down
from a little
controversy,
either
Just ask
Indiana's
Earl
Calloway.
Calloway
taunted
Painter and
Pigskins & the Purdue
Peachbaskets basketball
bench in an
By Michael Dann
85-58
Sports Writer Hoosiers'
win in

ii

Bloomington last week.
The taunting led to a shouting match between Painter and
IU coach Kelvin Sampson on
the sideline for much of the
game, and it ended in a handshake at midcourt at the conclusion.
Well, it was called a handshake. But rather it was an
exchange involving two people
who have no love for each
other, trading pleasantries to
appease the masses.

TV Schedule
Today
BOXING
8:45 p.m.
HBO — Champion Jose Luis Castillo
(54-7-1) vs. Herman higoudio (15-0-01.
for NABF lunar welterweight championship. IBF champion Juan Urango
(17-0-11 vs Ricky Hatton (41-0-0), for
BF vacant 1130 iunior welterweight
championship. at Las Vegas
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — East-West Shnne Game
at Houston
GOLF
Noon
TGC — LPGA. Women's World Cup,
second round, at Sun City, South
Afnca lsame-day lapel
3 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour. Bob Hope Classic.
fourth round at La Ouinta and
Bermuda Dunes. Calif
6:30 p.m.
TGC — Champions Tour, MasterCard
Championship, second round, at
Kailua Kona. Hawaii
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — Louisville at DePaul
12:30 p.m.
CBS — Regional coverage Texas at
Villanova or Georgia at Alabama
1 p.m.
ESPN — Wisconsin at Illinois
2:30 p.m.
ABC—Duke at N C State
2:45 p.m.
CBS — Regional coverage, Indiana at
Connecticut or LSU at Arkansas
3 p.m.
ESPN — Kansas at Texas Tech
FSN — Anzona at UCLA
4 p.m.
VERSUS — San Diego St
at Air Force
5 p.m.
FSN — Washington at Washington St
8 p.m.
ESPN — Georgia Tech at
North Carolina
NBA BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
WGN — Utah at Chicago
SOCCER
3:50 p.m.
ESPN2 — Men s national teams, U S.
vs Denmark, at Carson Calif
TENNIS
11 a.m.
ESPN2 — Australian Open early
round. at Melbourne. Australia
(same-day tape)
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — Austrahan Open, early
round, at Melbourne, Australia
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
FSN — Texas Tech at Oklahoma St.
1 p.m.
FSN — Kansas St at Baylor

"I just yelled down at him
and said that was wrong,"
Painter told The Indianapolis
Star about Calloway's moxy.
'Those probably weren't my
exact words. But it wasn't right.
None of my players at Purdue
will ever talk to an opposing
coach ... I'm not going to take
it from a kid; I'm sorry, I'm just
Painter added that Calloway
did apologize to him shortly
after. But it was only after an
official instructed him to.
Sampson, on the other hand?
Nada.
"The only thing I can tell
you is how (deal with things,"
Painter said when asked if he
thought Sampson handled the
situation properly.
Truth be told, this was a
stnalLspark in the fireball situation that has become the
Purdue/IU rivalry, which actually hasn't been much of a
rivalry. IU has now won 12 of
the past 14 games. But the bad
blood brewing has almost
reached its boiling point.
The brewing process started
this summer, when Sampson
stole Hoosier native Eric
Gordon of North Central High
from Illinois coach Bruce
Webber, whom Gordon had
already verbally committed to.
Keep in mind that Painter
and Webber remain close. Their
connection started when Painter
played for the Boilermakers and
Webber was an assistant there.
Then, the two shared the sidelines at Southern Illinois
University.
At the Big Ten media event
in October. Painter pulled no
punches, defending Webber. He
said there was no way he would
have gone after a player after
they had already given an oral
commitment.

So this leaves Purdue hosting IU at Mackey Arena on
Feb. 14.
Yep, on Valentine's Day.
I can already feel the love.
BASKETBALL 101: Josh
Streetman is halfway there.
The former Calloway
County standout recently finished his first semester of basketball with the West Kentucky
Stars at Paducah's West
Kentucky Community &
Technical College, compiling
36 total points and 18 rebounds
(12 defensively).
Streetman was 17-of-37
from the field and was 1-of-2
from the free throw line.
Marshall County's Sawyer
Donohoo also plays for the
Stars. He finished his first
semester with 52 points on 19of-43 shooting from the field
and a nearly perfect 10-of-13
from the charity stripe.
The next game forthe West
Kentucky Stars (9-4 so far) will
be Tuesday against Murray
State's Franklin College. Other
home games on the slate
include the Invitational
Tournament on Feb. 9-10, and
the season finale will be Feb.
12 against Murray State's Hart
College, a team the Stars also
face in Murray on Jan. 29.
COMING SOON: Two
high school players are helping
their teams to winning records
so far this season before they
move on to the next level at
Murray State.
Jackson (Tenn.) Liberty senior Jewuan Long is averaging
16 points per game for the
Crusaders.
The 6-foot-2 forward, who
has signed with MSU, has
helped Liberty to an 18-2 start
this season. The Crusaders have
already beaten teams from five
states this season to earn the

•Jones
From Page 9A
"Growing up in Tennessee, I
played football, basketball and
baseball, and I never had an offseason to train and see how good
1 could be at one sport. I think
Murray State is where I learned
to train and be a really good basketball player, and that really
helped my career."
"We told him he had to(work
hard) if he wanted to be an
impact player, and he did a great
job of doing that," said Newton,
who was in town to provide the
introductory remarks for Jones'
induction at last night's banquet.
"To watch him develop and to
follow his career, not only as a
college player but as a professional, has been fun.
"There's no question about
the impact he's had on basketSCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times
ball at Murray State University. Former Murray State basketball great Ronald "Popeye" Jones
He really brought us from where poses
with his MSU Hall of Fame plaque and former Racer
we were to another level."
head coach Steve Newton prior to Friday's banquet in the
Joining Jones as new
inductees on Friday were foot- Curris Center Ballroom.
ball and track star Dennis
Stephens (1984-88) was an with a 112-52 record.
Jackson, rifle standout Gary All-American selection for the
Doty, the daughter of former
Stephens, men's tennis player rifle team for four years in a row, MSU track coach Bob Doty,
Tony Wretlund, Jill Doty from helping MSU to two NCAA starred in both volleyball and
women's volleyball and track championships.
track as a Racer from 1988 to
and Jessica Widman from the
Wretlund (1987-89) is one of 1993.
women's golf team.
only two men's tennis players in
Widman (1996-2000) earned
Jackson, a Paducah resident, school history to play at No. 1 First-Team All-OVC honors
was the first African-American singles his entire career. He was three times in helping the Lady
student-athlete at MSU (1960- named OVC Player of the Year Racer golf team to a three OVC
64), starring as a tailback and twice and was selected to the titles. She earned 25 career Top
safety for the football team league's All-Time Tennis Team 10 finishes and was named to 15
while also a standout performer as a junior, finishing his career all-tournament teams.
on the track and field squad.

GUARANTIED •Racers
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From Page 9A
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title as the state's top Class AA
team. Liberty is No. 20 in the
National Prep Poll, No. 23 by
RISE/SI.com and No. 36 by
MaxPreps.
Jelisa Caldwell is averaging
8.3 points, 4.8 rebounds and 3.8
assists for Georgia's WestsideMacon girls' basketball team.
Caldwell has signed a letter
of intent to play for the Lady
Racers next season. Earlier this
month, Caldwell played in her
100th game, helping the team
to a 12-4 record so far this season.
HOOP FEST UPDATE:
Calloway County girls' basketball coach Scott Sivills said his
Lady bikers have been invited
to play in next year's Hoop Feat
at Marshall County High
School.
Sivills is unsure who his
team will play, although he
does know the game will be on
Dec. 8.
So far, the host Lady
Marshals, along with, Paducah
Tilghman, Rose Hill,
Muhlenberg North and
Franklin-Simpson, as well as
Tennessee's Obion County
Central and Illinois' Massac
County, are the girls' team's
involved in the basketball
extravaganza.
Marshall County athletics
director Steve Woodward said
for certain that Calloway will
not play Marshall County and
Paducah Tilghman (all three
being First Region teams). The
Lady Lakers also will not play
Massac County, since they are
already involved in the Lady
Patriots' tournament earlier in
the season.
ESPN, the worldwide leader
in sports, will be on hand Dec.
6 to televise a game from Hoop
Fest. Woodward said that the
televised matchup would likely
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ninth in the OVC in scoring at
just 61.8 ppg. UTM ranks near
the bottom of every offensive
category and has no one in the
Top 25 in the league in scoring.
Martin's top scorer is juniortransfer
college
Gerald
Robinson. The 6-foot-9, 230pound forward is averaging 11.3
ppg. Senior forward Will Lewis
leads the team in rebounding at
6.0 boards per game. while senior guard Zerek Knight is the
Skyhawks' top assists man with
52 in 20 games for a 2.6 per
game average.
Despite their problems, the
Skyhawks have recorded OVC
wins over Jacksonville State and
Eastern Illinois and a shocking
73-65 decision over Tennessee
State on Jan. 6 at Martin.
-Their post guys have been
really good for them" noted
Kennedy.
"For them to beat Tennessee
State, they've got to be decent.
In my opinion, Tennessee State

be No. 1 Oak Hill Academy %,s
No. 2(either St. Benedict out of
New Jersey or Artesia, Calif.).
In addition to playing on the
tube, whichever team is deemed
No. 1 and No. 2 at the time will
also play another game, totaling
three in all for fans of the threeday event.
VACANT: Marshall County
High School is still taking
applications to replace departed
football coach Mike Lawson,
who recently left for Central
Hardin High School.
Woodward hopes to have the
coaching spot filled by the middle of February, but so far there
is no front runner for the job.
Lawson came to Marshall
County from Owensboro
Catholic in 2004, taking over a
team that had eight straight
winning seasosn before notch-

ing only five victones from
2002-03.
In his first season, Lawson's
Marshals finished 2-8, but they
rattled off a total of 16 games
in the next two seasons, including a school-best regular-season
9-1 mark in 2005, and made
back-to-back trips to the playoffs.
FITTING TRIBUTE:
South Laurel's boys have
"Flight 5191" stitched on the
sleeves of their warm-ups in
memory of those who died in
the Comair crash in Lexington
last summer.
Former Londonites and newlyweds Jon Hooker and Scarlett
Parsley were on board that
flight. Matt Gilbert, a freshman
on the team. was Hooker's
cousin.

SCOREBOARD I
•(-(t vesenting

Baversteck
Insurance Agency
John Williams

Stabs Aimee
insurance

Nobody can protect your AVIV
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCORES
Friday's scores
Boys
Adair Co 58, Washington Co. 36
Ashland Blazer EQ. Fleming Co. 51
Barbourville 59. Oneida Bapbst 40
Belfry 66, Pike Co Central 61
Bell Co 79. Evarts 47
Boone Co. 79, St Henry 77, OT
Boyle Co. 76, Lincoln Co. 67
Breathitt Co 60, Lou Brown 49
Campbellsville 57. Marion Co 49
Caverna 80, Green Co 54
Central Hardin 71. Fort Knox 57
Clay Co 75. North Laurel 71. OT
Corbin 67. Wayne Co. 58
Coy Catholic 68, Coy Holy Cross 55
Dixie Heights 61, Lloyd Memorial 47
East Carter 50, Morgan Co 34
Franklin Co 65 Boyd Co 52
George R ClerIc 57 Montgomery Co 51
Greenup Co 69. LBWS CO 41
Holmes 47 Campbell Co 36
Jackson Co 66, Cawood 56
June Buchanan 73, Ltitcher Central 48
Lex Henry Clay 60, Estill Co 50
Lou DeSales 68, Lou Western 41
Lou Doss 64 Lou. Butler 51
DuPont Manual 53, Lou St Xavier 50
Lou Fairdale 91. Lou Southern 44
Lou Trinity 67, Lou Atherton 45
Madison Central 77. Harrison Co 57
Mason Co. 73, Lexington Catholic 68
McLean Co. 53, Dawson Springs 48
Meade Co. 72, Frederick Fraize 35
Monroe Co. 53. Barren Co 48
Nelson Co. 45, Bethlehem 43
Phelps 68. Purist 47
Pineville 75. Model 52
Scott Co 99. Lex Bryan Station 85
Shelby Co 52. Woodford Co 33
Taylor Co 71, North Hardin 59

Todd Co. Central tKi. Logan Co 77
Warren Central 101. Warren East 61
Mb Region All "A" Classic
Lou Shawnee 62 Beth Haven 37
Gins
Bell Co. 55, Knox Central 44
Boyle Co 36. Lincoln Co 35
Bullitt East 58, Bullet Central 40
Caldwell Co. 54, University Heights 41
Central Hardin 104. Foil Knox 27
Clay Co. 50, North Lauri* 37
Franidin-Simpaon 58, Russellville 30
Fulton Co 42, Ballard Memorial 32
Garrard Co 43, Casey Co 41
Glasgow 49, Allen Co -Scottsville 46
Grayson Co 85. Edmonson Co 47
Hart Co 61. LaRue Co 40
Heath 33, Lone Oak 31
Lea Christian 69. West Carter 57
Lax Henry Clay 67. Lax Tates Creek 27
Lou Ballard 90. Lou Waggener 28
Lou Eastern 56. Lou Seneca 33
Lou Fairdale 75, Lou Southern 16
Lou Moore EQ. Lou. Fern Creek 46
Madison Central 46. Berea 35
Mayfield 52. Murray 41
Muhlenberg North 91, Hoplonsville 68
Nelson Co 65. Bethlehem 49
Rociccasde Co 55, VVhilley Co 40
South Laurel 65, Corbin 50
Spencer Co. 41. Henry Co 40
10th Region "A" Classic
Pans 47, St. Patrick 27
14th Region 'A" Classic
Hazard 67, June Buchanan 4-4
15th Region "A" Classic
Paintsville 59, Sheldon Clark 55, 20T
9th Region "A" Classic
Newport Catholic 62. St Henry 59
US Bank Classic
Lexington Catholic 85, Mason Co 60

•Wildcats
From Page 9A
might have to wait until April.
Wildcats
The
enter
game
Saturday's
against
Vanderbilt (12-6, 2-2) with an
11-game winning streak, the
third longest current streak in
the country and one that's
allowed them to creep back into
the Top 25 after being out for the
better part of two months.
And while Crawford's torrid
shooting since SEC play began
has certainly helped — he's
averaging 20.3 points in four
conference games so far while
making 68 percent of his 3pointers — the Wildcats' success has less to do with luck and
superstition than a relentless
defense that is suffocating opponents.
Kentucky is holding teams to
37 percent shooting from the
floor and playing with the kind

may be the most talented team the field in the final five minwe've played in the conference, utes.
if not SEMO."
"Right now, when we're
Meanwhile, The Racers (7- making shots, we play well,"
10, 5-4) will be looking to Kennedy explained. "When we
bounce back from their loss at don't make shots, we're not
Peay.
tough-minded enough to do it on
Instead of drawing to within the defensive end. We want
a game of the Goys in the stand- everything to happen in a hurry.
ings, Murray is currently in a ... We've got to learn how to
three-way tie for fourth with play when things aren't going
Kentucky
Eastern
and well."
Tennessee Tech and fighting to
The Racers will have to
keep afloat in the jumbled OVC bounce back without the servicrace.
es of guard Kevin 'Thomas, who
MSU's loss to Peay high- was recently ruled out for the
lighted its inconsistencies this season after his comeback from
season.
knee surgery did not advance as
The Racers shot 57.1 percent expected.
in the first half on their way to as
According to Kennedy,
much as a 17-point lead. Murray Thomas will take a medical redlooked to he in command, but shirt for the remainder of the
gave up a 20-2 scoring run to the campaign and will still have two
Goys that spanned the first and seasons to play at MSU.
second halves.
Lady Racers: The first-place
In the second half, Murray Murray State women will leap
State succumbed to Austin back into action at 5:15 p.m.
Peay's intense defensive pres- today against Tennessee-Martin.
sure, shooting just 33.3 percent,
The Lady Racers (11-4, 7-1
including going scoreless from OVC) stumbled in last week's

of intensity that Vanderbilt
coach Kevin Stallings likens to a
vintage Tubby Smith-coached
team.
"Everybody wants a team
that is going to play hard, play
smart and play together," Smith
said. -There's no secret that
when we defend, we're usually a
better team."
There haven't been many
better teams in the country since
Dec. 5, when the Wildcats began
the winning streak with a win
over Tennessee-Chattanooga.
Though the defense has been
solid, the Wildcats have been
doing it at both ends of the floor.
mixing solid defense with an
offense that is finally beginning
to flourish as freshmen like
guard Derrick Jasper and forward Perry Stevenson have
become more comfortable with
their roles.

first-place showdown with rival
Southeast Missouri State, falling
to the Redhawks 67-6Ion Jan. 8
at the RSEC. But MSU rebounded with a pair of road wins —
knocking off Austin Peay 64-63
on Jan. 11 before escaping with
a 61-59 triumph over non-conference foe Alabama A&M on
Monday.
UT-Martin (10-7, S-4) enters
this evening's play in a tie with
Austin Peay for fourth place in
the OVC standings.
Leading the way for the
Skyhawks is sophomore post
Phyllisha Mitchell, who leads
LTTM in both scoring (12.8 ppg.)
and rebounding (9.5 rpg.).
Senior frontcourt mate Andreika
Jackson is second on the team in
both categories, averaging 11.9
points and 5.9 boards per outing.
Following tonight's action,
Murray State will hit the road
for three straight games, beginning Jan. 25 at Tennessee Tech.
The next Lady Racer home
game will be Thursday. Feb. 1
against Austin Peay.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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PICTURES - $12 EACH ,9);
(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
SS more for a double spot

LOVELINE - S10 EACH
(no more than 25 words)

Deadline for receipt
of photos S- love
lines is Wednesday,
February 7 at 5PM.
Mad information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
PO. Box 1040, Murray. K142071 or come by the office at 1001 'Mandl Ave, Murray

ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR/CHIEF
NURSING OFFICER
Henry County Medical Center, a 142bed hospital located in Northwest
Tennessee is looking for a Chief
Nursing Officer. This position reports to
CEO and is an integral part of the senior
executive team. The successful candidate will have at least five years of management experience, preferably as a
Director of Nursing or above. The position requires a minimum of a RN/13SN
with a Masters Degree preferred. The
Chief Nursing Officer will be responsible for the clinical and administrative
management of the nursing division.
The successful candidate will lead the
division through the implementation of
a new McKesson nursing documentation system and electronic medical
record. Experience in leading the implementation of quality initiatives related to
outcome based care will also be a plus.

between 7:30 am. and 5:00 p.m. Contact Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916for more information.
27
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The Paris Country Club is seeking bids for
construction of• pool house. For more information and specifications, contact Justin
Growel, Paris Country Club, 196 Country Club
Rd., Paris, TN.Phon•131463-0691. Sealed bids
are due by Wednesday. Janssary 31. 9007 at
200 PM at which time bids will be opened.

LEGAL NOTICE
A informal settlement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway District
Court by Larry Walston.
Executor in the estate of
Veleta Nell Walston.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 30th day of Jan ,
2007
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway, District Court
by Sara McCuistion.
Executor in the estate of
William Max McCuistion.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 30th day of Jan .
2007.
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Roger Lynn Scott,
Executor in the estate of
Irene Mitchuson.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 30th day of Jan .
2007.
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following guardian
appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County District Court
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of the
date of qualification.
RE Trevor Alan Bean,
626 Broad St. Murray,
KY 42071, Case #07-P0003, Fiduciary- Diane
Lynn Dattilo, 626 Broad
St Murray, KY 42071.
Attorney
NA,
Appointed. 01-08-07
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
Calloway County District
Court All claims against
these
appointments
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of the date of
qualification.
Estate
of
Dorothy
Kernell,
100
Fox
Meadows A-7, Murray.
KY 42071, Case /07-P0006: Fiduciary Rhonda
Suzanne Downey, 3766
Old
Newburg
Rd
Murray, KY 42071.
Attorney'
N/A.
Appointed: 01-08-07
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
;75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

FREELANCE
PHOTOGRAPHER
will do family
or wedding
pictures.
270-210-4173
UPPERCUTS
Full Set: $20
Fills S12
White Tips $5 more
1104 Story Ave
753-2887
Tues through Sat

H Play
Birthday
Daddy!
Call and wish
Hush a
Happy 70th
on Sunday,
A•

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

PSYCHIC Readings.
Advice, help on al
problems of life. Mrs.
Ann. 270-767-0508.

Led rad fluid
LOST: small black dog
behind Woodcrafters
Furniture. Answers to
Chloe. Reward.
753-2503

ACCOUNT Manager
Kentucky
Lake
Productions, LLC is
seeking a FT Account
Manager for our new
monthly publication,
Four Rivers Explorer.
Candidate must be
enthusiastic, motivated
and possess strong
customer service skills.
Experience in pnnt
sales required. Base
salary plus commission
and bonuses. Send
resume to P.O.Box
1112. Murray,KY 42071
or
klpl0mymurray.com
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant/Online Editor
Kentucky Lake
Productions. LLC is
seeking a FT
Administrative
Assistant/Online
Editor. Must be proficient in Microsoft
Word. Excel, and
FrontPage. and have a
comprehensive understanding of the
Internet. Duties include
customer service, website edNing and some
data entry. Competitive
pay. Sales experience
a plus. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1112,
Murray. KY 42071 or
klplOmymurray.conl
AVON: choose your
hours A your income
We have benefits
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT.
1-888-570-6498
or
270-781-3878

ilmtoftbi

ARBOR Place of
Clinton is now hiring
CNA'S for all shifts
LPN'S 3-11 and 11-7
Monday thru Friday
Full or Part-time positions LPN full-time
positions offer sign-on
bonus. health insurance, AFLAC, 401k,
dental, and vision
Full-time CNA positions offer AFLAC.
401k, sick, vacation,
and holiday pay. Apply
in person at Arbor
Place of Clinton. 106
Padgett Dnve. Clinton.
KY 42031
E.0 E.

CUSTOMER Service
Representative.
Heights
Finance
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard,
typing and telephone
skills. Must be outgoing. Good starting
salary and benefits.
Apply
in
person
between 8:30AM and
5PM. Background and
drug
screening
required poor to hire
DO you love woridng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you!
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ENTHUSIASTIC team
player wanted for
receptionist at chiropractic office. Must be
customer focused.
able to handle multiple
interruptions, and
maintain friendly attitude. Experience helpful but not necessary.
FT Skills test given.
Phone 753-6115

We offer an excellent salary and benefit
package. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person to:

Human Resources
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 38242
731-644-8472 Phone
731-644-8474 Fax
cowen@hcmc-m.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

SIRLOth Stockade
now hiring Daytime hot
cook. Mondey-Frociay
9-4, competitive wage
& benefit package
Apply in person MonFn 2-4

Duncan Creek Technology
270-489-2666
Grel Dowd
Computer Support
-Fast support for horrie/busine..
-LAN/WAN Network Experts

-Software and Integration
-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone systems lc Long Distant c
-24x7 Affordable Assistance
www.dcreek.coni

CLEANING houses is
my business
Cali
Linda H 759-9553
D's cleaning services
753-3802

otionwilir
SEEKING outgoing.
Intelligent. energetic
and motivated Individuals wanting an
unlimited
income
career
Will train.
Dependable
transportation required.
Send resume to:
U&M
Frisbey
Financial Services. 58
Sherwood
Drive.
Gilbertsville,
KY
42044 or call 270-3622705. Small investment required

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service. repairs
759.3556

[IsFwlak

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$ 9.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO
Cinemax. Stan. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, MP, &
CRTs
Brands by.
Toshiba. Sony. LG.
Zenith, & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
,901
"• :
Beasle

ditoway Cour•ictonal Histor.
Family Hist°,
Books
759-4938
7'150

Want to Buy

SUPERVISOR
The largest OB/GYN practice west of
Lexington is looking for a supervisor
of the non-clinical staff. The successful
candidate will have supervising experience, excellent computer skills, and
preferably considerable experience in a
medical practice. If you are ready for a
new challenge and have the experience
and skills we need, we have a great job
for you with a competitive salary and a
benefit package that is without equal in
this area. Send or bring your cover letter and resume to:

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071
No phone calls please

ANTIQUES, Call
753-3633

SILVER dollars and $1
certificates Must
sell' 293-6999
silver

Larry

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 121t,
Murray.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

CASH paid for used
Dish Network & cable
boxes Will peck up. Toll
free 866-860-0110
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109

WARD ELKINS

On

,

(270) 753-1713
160
Nome Fambilleas
BLUE couch, love seat,
chair and ottoman. Al
match. great condition
Call after 4 00 7532848

***OWNER
Financing-—
No credit check.
Moods home and iot
38R 28A. 133 Joseph
Street, Alone, KY
42020 nice and dean
$44.000 down. $595
month Calloway
County. 270-753-1011.
ask tor Maroon
1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7'21 M out, 38R
2BA. all appliances
Must be
included
moved. $10,000 080
293-7447 or 227-3930
2 brand new maxis
homes on lots, movein reedy. Alm area
(1)60x28 ft cloubiesincle. (1) 76x16 singlesvide Cal
(270) 293-5914
NEW models are hors,
Al 2006 models must
go!' Get a great deal on
Fail new home today"
731-584-9109
NEW
Year's
Ceiebraeonfi 313R 28A
SW fireplace, pantry
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 wac'
731-584-4926
REDUCED'
EXCELLENT
renta,
property or starter
home. 28R with renceo
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
$9,900. 753-6012
TRAILER on rented lot.
older model, good conditson. must see to
appreciate App wid
some
furnishings
$10.500
978-0546. 978-1119
YOUR tax rebind gets
you in your new
home" New & preowned
models
to
choose from!'
731-584-9429

JUNK cars .1 trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

An Equal Opportunm Emplover

C.N.A.
Full-time, 6AM-2PM,good working conditions.
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at:

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Sadism Kew Drive

WANT TO BUY
USED electric treadmill
761-2743
WASTE oil wanted
Drum exchange
Miller D. Farms LLC
(2,
0)436-2215

EWE

&Aides
For Sale

111111 .iiiiii' ra

INSURANCE Sales
Western KY and
Northwestern TN Agent positions available. Rapidly expanding new business
needs new salespeople Unlimited earning
potential, duties
include analyzing
insurance needs and
FENCE Installer
securing optimum covExperience & ref. a
must. Respond to P.O. erage for the client
Prospects, presents.
Box 1040-E Murray,
and closes personal.
KY 42071
business insurance
FULL time position for and/or life and health
changer
tire
with applications Relies
mechanical knowledge on sales experience
& abilNy. Economy The and judgment to plan
753-8500
and
accomplish goals.
LOCAL
COMPANY Base salary commenEXPANDING- Local surate with experience,
business
hiring plus commission
dependable,
ener- bonus (unlimited).
getic Individuals to P&C and UM Noshes a
work In a Mondly. plus but not Mandatory
fast-paced, prof's- for the right candldeM.
slonsi distribution Office and *mining procenter. Apply in per- vided. Resumes to
8-6
son
M-Thur. P.O.-Box 1040-C
Guest
300
East Murray, KY 42071
Chestnut St. FOE

11.11 1
1 1' 1'.1 0111
SALES MANAGER
IMMEDIATE OPENING
SALARY + COMM.
We are a privately
held, National
Company with offices
located across the
state of KY We are
seeking a Sales
Manager with a proven
record of success. The
ideal candidate will
have sales maragement experience,
strong organizational
skirls and•positive
attitude Must also
have the ability to
manage 2 to 4 sales
people who report to
the sales manager.
$75,000 00 per year
income oppothmily. If
you are irdenieled in
learning more about
who and wbel wave
E-mail your rogue* to

Mr. Rouse, Ws
President Gleam at
execpay100k•aotco
in

92 Cougar. V 8 tach
sun-root new transmission. A/C, tires.
loaded $2.575 080
Washer 753-4109
ASHLEY wood burning
insert, 31 1/7' high,
48 wide, black cast
141X1 & brass trim with
blowers on each side.
(270)759-2475
CAN'T CLIMB STEPS/
USE A WHEELCHAIR/
This porch lift is for
you Install lift to your
porch. and you have
your own elevator
Push a button, lift will
raise up or down
Original cost: $3,625
WA eel tor SI,500.Cal
270-404-0785.
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 bkie $150
eech 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED Paler.
7x14, reify door
$4.000 753-1818
VACUUM
cleaners.
begs. belts. and hoses
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods. Mayfield, KY
270-247-4704

SWEET corn picker
Oxbo/Bryon 103 1
row/mounted
Picks
400-500 dozen per
hour 200 or less hours
$500 spare parts
$17000 firm 753-8848
200
Mons&Amid
MOJO Mallard spin
rung wing decoys, full
size. new, $8500 each
Call (270) 376-2292
MOTORCYCLE helmets. Jackets. boots 8
saddlebags.
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods.
Mayfieid, KY
270-247-4704

COUNTRY living at its
finest 3BR 29A 16x80
on pnvate lot $700
month Rent includes
electric, heat, M. and
satellite TV
270-362-2705
For sale or rent '96
16X80 on 610 acre
$450/month
rent
Rosemary Rssner 270210-4756
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
SOUTH Hazel, TN
14x80 38P 28A.
492-8526

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488
***OWNER
Financing"'
No credit check. 38R
Lot with barn
28A
$4,000 down $595
month
3632 Olive
Creek Rd. Benton. KY
Marshall
42025
County 270-753-1011
ask for Malcon
"'OWNER
Financing"'
No credit check.
Mobile home and
acre lot 30R 28A,
12440 ST AT 64E.
towards lake Murray.
KY nice and dean
$4.000 down. $595
month Calloway
County. 270-753- 10t .
ask tor Gail

24/7 access to lake on
family resort $I 70
month Utilities available. 270-227-0406

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
113F1 near MSU, other
locations availabis,
apcillances CO1617100
RE 753-9898
28R apartments
▪
Great location I
year *see. 1 month
deposit, no pets. 7532905
28R near MSU. CA,
appearicos Coleman
RE 753-9808

CLASSIFIEDS
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

ESTATE SALE
1543 Canterbury Drive
Saturday •8AM-3PM
Door will not open until 8AM

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

household items; desks, sofas, chair, rockers. coffee & end tables; dining room suite hutcn and side
server kitchen table, hutch and side server lung
and full size bedroom sets, 36' and 13' Sony hat
screen TVs. 4-screen 50 CD changer. quilt chest,
two swivel oak barstools; 2 drawer metal file cabinet, Ken Holland pnnts, lift chair, walker

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com

Own this fine home for

MOM'S 97 Buick
LeSabire, bronze black
cloth top, 68,tom, excellent condition, $4,900
See 506 South 11th
759-1987, 293-7710
2005 Chevy Impala LS,
14,000 miles, loaded
with all features, no
money down, lust take
over payments. Please
call (270)753-1003

_ 1
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4BR 3BA, 3,044 sq ft. brick home.
See listing AWM2788 at www.owners.com

95 Camaro, 3 4 liter, V6, $2,500 OBO Call
293-9205 or 436-2086

761-HOME
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
FOri
nmercial Prop.
For Sale
BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1/2 miles from
downtown,
2,388
square feet .803 acre
lot. Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches. Call
753-5856, cell
293-7127

OFFICE or retail space
available. 700 to 1,400
sq.ft. 400 N. 4th St,
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905,
293-1480
PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices,
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public and
private
entrances.
parking
Covered
space. Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities.
759-3954
Pets & Supplies

2 living areas; 3
bedrooms; 2 baths;
freshly painted; great
location; no pets.
Alesia Gail Parker,
Grey's owner/agent
(270)293-7653
2BR house for rent.
Includes washer &
dryer. 477 Post Oak Dr.
$400/month.
$300
deposit. 270-759-1927.
Available Feb. 1.
28R house, lease &
deposit required.
270-753-4109
2BR, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up,
C/1-1/A. $550 month, 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets. 7532259 or 527-8174
3BR brick 2-1/2 bath,
in Hazel with C/H/A, aH
appliances, ceiling fans
with 2 rooms & a children
play
room
upstairs. References &
deposit. $600 per
month. 753-1059. No
pets.
IN Hazel, 3BR. lease •
deposit 492-8526

AKC Shih-Tzu, 3
males, ready Jan 23rd,
vet checked
(270)851-8148
DOG Obedience
436-2858
ENGLISH Mastiff puppies. AKC, champion
lines, fawn colored,
females left.
731-642-4323
PURE bred German
Shepherds. Can be
registered. Black & tan
and sables. 731-7823951 or 731-336-5288
Estate

50 ACRES
I nu(lone,
4115 ft road frontage.
cif natural gas.
395 Lan relic,: Rd.

753-6611 • 753-9132

•Coasserdri
•laisatrii sitawadal
Cal Dale Aims
(271029341192
Used Cars

CALL NOW
28R duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1 Bath, North
side of town near university, references +
deposit
required. Please call
(270)293-8462
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A,
appliances.
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo 4354273 or 293-7404
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
SOUTH WOOD and
Story Avenue duplexes. All appliances
Included. Call 7679948
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
340
Houses For Rent

ADAMS ELECTRIC
LIcemed tams.

FORECLOSURE DEAL!!

F
IPI _

92 Yamaha 350, $600
2005 Honda TRX 90
lots of extras, $2,200
Small go cart, $250
436-5398
Sport Utility *hides
2001 Land Rove
Discovery SE7 Senes
2. Pewter color, 84,000
miles, heated seats,
3rd seat, TVs in headrests, 4WD, tow package, $12,900 OBO.
753-2488, 293-9889

2002 Chevy Silverado
extended cab. Fully
loaded, V8, 91,000
miles, $12,200 OBO.
270-293-2269
95 GMC topkick,
diesel cat motor, 14'
steel dump bed,
200000 mi., at/ps/ac,
19.5 wheels. $7000.
Call 293-5519 or night
498-8950.

[EP--0N-d

CARPENTER
Small lobs welcomed
R L Woods 753-9440

Cash or Term,,
761-1111\11.
I-46631

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

3-3853

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Since 1986
24 noun mama
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair. Sagging
floors to leaking roofs.
We do it all. Call Greg
Collins.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding. roots,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
remova.
Trimming
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

G&T llomebvilders
& Mose Repairs, leidifiees
Dryad I Nati% Inks, Siding
honors Visa* & leaf)
_

11 \I ,s wAsi
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APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile
293-9340
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertsonawk.net

JOE'S JOBS

GOLDEN POND, KY— lected. Cutting down or dropHillman Ferry Campground in ping trees is prohibited.
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
The required permit may be
National Recreation Area will purchased for $20 at the Golden
Farms For Sale
be offering a firewood sale each Pond Administrative Office,
Saturday in February from 8 Golden Pond Visitor Center, or
2 story house, con a.m. to 4 p.m.
Hillman
Ferry
Gatehouse.
structed in 2003, 3 bed
The firewood sale is a result Hours of operation for each
rooms, 2.5 baths on of trees damaged during the facility are listed.
fenced 14 acres with November
2005
tornado.
Golden Pond Administrative
pond and pole barn.
Removal of firewood will be Office — Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m.Call (270)978-1213
limited to a designated area and 4:30 p.m.
only downed wood may be colGolden Pond Visitor Center

Old Hickor) rd
Nice Eiiiikling lots
or .mall acreage
S.1.511f I an :lei,:
-189-24511)
93-8035
WANTED
HUNTING LAND:
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

Homes For Ws
198 Browns Grove
Road, Lynn Grove,
2BR/1BA, new CH/A,
all appliances, W/D,
storage building, many
upgrades, priced $70s.
(270)293-2664

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday,Jan. 22, 2007:
Many changes head your way
this year. At times, you might
want to toss your hands in the
air, but you will land on your
feet. While you might think you
know what you want, what ultimately lands in your lap might
:le what your heart and soul
want. Get in touch with yourself.
You pull the wild card financially. Be careful when dealing with
funds: Money could slip right
out of your hands. If you are single, you will meet someone special and tumble into a new
crowd of friends. You will grow
because of this person. If you
are attached, agree to disagree,
but don't lose sight of your
mutual goals. PISCES might not
be good to deal with financially.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
*** What might seem impossi3BR 1.5BA, living ble and difficult could look a lot
room, kitchen, utility,
different in a few days. Pull back
pantry, garage, storage
building. 701 Earl and be an observer. You might
be surprised by the realizations
Court. 753-8206
you'll gain. Tonight: Get some
extra sleep and ignore the here
FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
and now.
1553 Oxford Dr
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
793-4183 7s9-1506
**** Remember the old
adage: All's well that ends well.
IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF
Ivc
'
,
UV VOW'
111,t1
,
l` Oe lakt• us l't

41k

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
-Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827

ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional

435-4645

— Daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Hillman Ferry Gatehouse
(cash or check only) — Feb. 3,
10, 17, & 24, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
One permit is required per
vehicle and is valid for all four
Saturdays in February. Permits
must be presented to the Forest
Service employee upon entering
and exiting Hillman Ferry
Campground. Firewood collection is unlimited.
Land Between The Lakes

WILL PICK UP
Most scrap mowers,
tillers, washers,
dryers, end instal
Item tor the heats

270-227-2864
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WE SERVICE
All Map Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
t -t

to S
ggi
Jan.
7
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THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Afthough
persons and companies mentioned here.:
are believed to be rep
utable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, f11.),
any of its employees
accept any responsibil
ity whatsoever for the,
activities
WHO ya gonna call?
CRUDBUSTERS
We clean windows
gutters. brick & viny
siding, handyman serv
ices & pressure wash
irig. 270-293-7200
Commercial & residential

1414"Ca"
FREE to good home
adult black male cat,
male black kitten,
female black kitten
Please call 437-3036
or 227-6643

Call -6 -4558,

National Recreation Area is
public land managed by the
USDA Forest Service, in partnership with "Friends of LBL-.
with an emphasis on outdoor
recreation and environmental
education. For more information about LBL, visit us on the
Internet at www.lbl.org or call
us at I-800-LBL-7077 or 270924-2000.
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Emphasize goals, friendship and
meetings. Just when you think
you are about to hit the bull'seye, someone moves the target.
Lighten up and work with this situation. Tonight: Let another's
judgments slide off you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might be the one
who's responsible, yet you might
not have control of others and
the outcome. Someone actually
tries a power play. Don't be overwhelmed by negativity. Look at
the positives. Tonight: Duck out
as soon as you can.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You will be one step
ahead of everyone if you detach
and don't get involved in a hassle. Use care with finances. Be
understanding rather than judgmental. Your empathy means
the world to a key person.
Tonight: Relax your mind. Where
are the headphones?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Success comes through
conversations.
one-on-one
People in general could be reactive. Once more, you don't realize how stern you appear. Avoid
all nsks, as there is potential for
a backfire. Tonight: Go along
with another's desires.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might feel affected by
others who definitely seem to be
running the show. A family member or roommate could be
touchy as well. Consider vanishing. Don't take events personally. Tonight: Do only what you

want.
present pickle. Let it go. Just
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
maintain your budget and stay
*** "So much to do and so lit- optimistic. Others could be
tle time" is your motto. STOP. touchy no matter how kind you
Think of other ways to handle are. Don't take comments peryour workload. Streamline your sonally. Tonight: Be happy to call
personal life as well. A friendship it an early night
seems to challenge a love rela- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
tionship. Don't do anything here. **** With the Moon in your
Tonight: An early bedtime.
sign. you have a natural edge
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Still, because of fatigue. unpre***** Your creativity swells dictability and an innate desire to
forth. You feel wonderful with the please, you could feel frustrated.
many people in your life, though You cannot f'x everything today some can be difficult. Don't take - maybe tomorrow! Tonight
the negativity personally. Let it What would put a smile on your
pass. A financial risk or in a key face?
relationship is a no-no. Tonight:
Add your customary zest.
BORN TODAY
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. Director Jim Jarmusch (1953).
21)
singer Sam Cooke (1931), actor
** Your rebellious side John Hurt (1940)
emerges. Others are pushy.
though quite possibly they do not Jacqueline Bigar is on the
intend to challenge you. Be opti- Internet at http://www.jacquemistic and play ostrich at the linebigarcom.
same time. You will like ducking (c) 2007 by King Features
out of the thunderstorms. Syndicate Inc.
Tonight: Run home. Turn on the
answering machine.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Give others as much
respect as possible. You might
• INN ON • IN •
not like their reactive tone. Not
MI OM • au .
everyone thinks like you do. Your
instincts guide you through
unpredictability and surprises.
Tonight: Swap tales of your day
with someone who has a sense
of humor.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might be questioning
how you got yourself into the

Openings For New Clients

7117111M,
Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
ben nettmotorsi nc
.com

753-6069

NEW Construction to
be completed by March
1st, 3BR 2BA, large
family room, master
bath has whirlpool arid
separate shower, eat in
kitchen, covered front
porch. 1,728 sq living
feet, Pella windows,
laminate and carpet
flooring, 2 car garage,
TimberTrails subdivision off Robertson Rd.
S.293-0139

Taxes by Joyce Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
AN returns Ned electronically.

1-800-363-4720

Pete
Lancaster
11 Maple
% Kentucky 42071
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Indtvidual, Small Business 8c Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Cali Now!

01.11 P ",111tIllS

VERY nice 3BR 38A,
1,360 square feet w/
24x24
garage
detached garage on 1
acre 795 Beane Rd
$119.500
270-978-1107

V.A

75.1-1344 • 22--;644

Horoscope
35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

pila,

k
\
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Firewood Sale at LBL's Hillman Ferry Campground

ask lot Kristin.

BI Hot
‘I. Luca('
.‘n) Condi(

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfactinn guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

Hill Electric

Reel Estate
All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

Mu

111

$$S$ BELOW appraised value.
One and two bedroom apartments available.
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS!

Nlurray Ledger & Times

Murray Ledger & Thies

10 years ago
Published is a picture at the
ripening of the dark fired tobacco market in Murray. The average price was $224.41 per hundred weight, according to Will
Ed Clark. general manager of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Shelby and Tray Lawrence and
a girl to Tina and Jason Lester,
Jan 15.
20 years ago
A total of 2.268,488 pounds
rit dark fired tobacco was sold
in Murray and Mayfield last week,
a.cording to reports from the Westriin Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
A..sociation. In Murray sales on
Growers and Farris Floors, sales
totaled $1,181,932 for an average
of S149.19 per hundred weight.
30 years ago
Published is A picture of Joyce
Gibson and Kerry Requarth of Murray Natural Gas System, checking the telemetering equipment
at the local office to measure the
daily flow of gas. Supt. Tommy
Marshall said "conservation measures in the city have eased the
short term problem, but the long
range situation is still critical."

banollment at Murray State College for the winter term is sow
at 1,533 student, according to Cleo
Gillis Hester, registrar
A drive to have Calloway County farmers to plant young mac
and locust trees has been opened
by S.V. Foy. county agent, and

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman on top of the world
fears she's climbed too high

DEAR ABBY: I am a friend- sibly that you were able to
ly, happy, well-rounded stu- overcome your background
dent. I am president of my while others in your family
class in medical school, cur- were not. Please start ASAP
rently A 4.0 student and top- because, for someone who has
R.K. Kelley, county soils Assisranked in my class. I have a accomplished as much as you
tant. Over 100,000 trees have been
wonderful life. I am artistic, have, you deserve to enjoy the
obtained from Tennessee Valley
intelligent, attractive, very stk:- psychic rewards of what you
Authority. Orders for trees will
cessful
in have achieved.
be taken at the county agent's office
work and at
until Feb I .
school.
I
DEAR ABBY: I am crazy
Births reported include a girl
have a love- about a girl at work. I'll call
to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dublin.
apart- her 'Marsha.* Marsha is very
ly
A boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
ment, a new nice, but she never wants to
Ferguson and a boy to Mr. and
car, fulfill- socialize after work. She doesMrs. Cecil Cleaver, Jan. 6; a boy
ing hobbies, n't go out with the other men
to Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Oliver and
great friend- or women either. She always
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
ships, and a has a weak excuse that she
Schroeder, Jan. 8; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Thurman, Jan. 7;
Dear Abby fiance who has a cold, her dog is sick,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. A.E.
is kind, lov- etc.
McMulham. Jan. 9, a boy to Mr.
ing and supFor two years Marsha has
By Abigail
and Mrs. James B. Wynn, a boy
portive.
promised that we would go
Buren
Van
to Mr. and Mrs. LaRue LancastI seem to bowling; however, it has never
er, a boy to Mr and Mrs. Jessie
have it all. In fact, I do - and happened. I would be happy
Latimer and a boy to Mr. and
I feel guilty about it. I had to go out with her as a friend.
Mrs. Orean J. Adams. Jan. 10; a
an unhappy childhood coupled in a group or on any condigirl to Mr. and Mrs. Cloyd Prenwith a low-income household tion. How can I get her to
Us Robinson, Jan. 12; a girl to
growing up, and now I feel take the next step in socializMr. and Cecil Duncan and a boy
as if this happy life is too ing? -- 'JACK' IN RENO
to Mr. and Mrs. Lube Cooper,
DEAR "JACK": Has it
good for me. I know I earned
Jan. 14, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
40 years ago
most of what I have - I worked occurred to you that Marsha
Will Rob Walston, Jan. IS.
A high average of $40.37 per
Marriages announced this week
two jobs as an undergraduate might already be involved with
hundred weight was reported for include Sybil Oglesby to W.B.
and have been a dedicated stu- someone? It could also be that
the sale of dark fired tobacco yesMcCuiston, Dec. 22.
dent my entire life. Yet I still she prefers to keep her perterday, according to 011ie Barnett,
Holmes Dunn, Joe Scarbrough.
feel undeserving. How can I sonal life and her business life
local tobacco market reporter.
Ellis Hayes. Cletus Denham and
be happy about my happiness? separate. Whatever her reasons
Births reported include a boy Joe Elkins. officers of the Hazel
DOESNT DESERVE IT IN may be, after two years of polite
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Vaughn
High School Chapter of the Future
refusals and postponements, its
LOUISIANA
Jr., Jan. 17.
Farmers of America, attended a
to take the hint and transDEAR
DOESN'T
time
50 years ago
training school for officers held
verfer
your
affections elsewhere.
DESERVE
IT:
To
use
the
James Bennett Lewis has been at Reidland High School.
nacular, it may take some couch It appears that she's not internamed as Group Commander of
Murray State College Thortime and the help of a psy- ested in you in "that way."
Group Number Four of the Local oughbreds lost 56-47 to DePaul
chotherapist. If I had to take
Ground Observer Corps. He is University at a charity basketball
DEAR ABBY: For five
a guess. I'd say your feelings
information officer of the Murray event played at Paducah. High scorAir Reserve Flight.
er for Murray was Johnny Reaof unworthiness relate to your years I have exchanged letters
60 years ago
gan.
unhappy childhood - or, pos- with a wonderful pen pal. We
are both females in our early
60s and have a lot in common. We trade recipes, bookIn 1942, Nazi officials held
lice of the United States (he was
By The Associated Press
marks, etc. Reading her letthe notorious Wannsee conference,
Today is Saturday. Jan. 20, the sworn in on Feb. 4, 18011.
ters has been a delightful expeIn 1841, the island of Hong during which they arrived at their
20th day of 2007. There are 345
rience.
Kong was ceded by China to "final solution- that called for
days left in the year.
Recently she got her letters
Great Britain. (It returned to Chi- exterminating Jews.
Today's Highlight in History:
mixed
up, and I got one that
Roosevelt
1997.)
In
1945,
President
control
in
July
Iran
released
nese
On Jan. 20, 1981.
was
meant
for a close friend
Senate
was
sworn
into
office
for
an
In 1887, the U.S.
52 Americans it had held hostage
of hers. When I read it, I realunprecedented fourth term.
for 444 days, minutes after the pres- approved an agreement to lease
ized her life is not at all how
In 1957, President Eisenhower
Pearl Harbor in Hawaii as a naval
idency had passed from Jimmy
and Vice President Nixon were
she has described it to me!
base.
Carter to Ronald Reagan.
In 1937. President Roosevelt sworn in for their second terms
On this date:
Do pen pals lie because their
In 1801, Secretary of State became the first chief executive of office in a private Sunday cerchances of being found out
to be inaugurated on Jan. 20 emony (a public ceremony was held
John Marshall was nominated by
are slim?
the next day).
President Adams to be chief ms- instead of March 4.
I now realize our relationship is based on lies. Why
ES A ER lr ES LIJIE S.CD
would she deceive me? -DECEIVED
AND ANGRY IN
(11A:T'S(Am,
IT'LL TAR WARS AA? YEARS cf TiRf LESS A
I GRovi 0t7,
QUEBEC
WE!
PRACTICE, Rtft iFlinOwolfv FEEAtol ,Riftwoi ,
rm 60446 TO flE
t
A Comfftr
DEAR DECEIVED AND
I REALLY 4410, YoU CAN Co rr
VIOLINIST!
I
ANGRY: I have heard of this
!
happening in online relationships, less frequently in pen
pal correspondence. If I had
to hazard a guess, I'd say that
in writing to you this woman
has been able to enjoy an ide1 ,
alized fantasy life that is probably far happier than her reality. The person who can best
answer your question, of course,
El L_CIfs1 CII ECD
is your pen pal. (If the recipes
were good - look on the bright
Ithie?! A DOUBLE CHICKEN
IC LIKE A TRIPLE CLOWN BURGER
WITSI CNEESE, MAYO, BACON,
SANDWICH wr4
side!)
LETTLC.E AND TOMATO
HOLLANDAISE
P.S. If you're curious, return
ON A IADO ROLL!
PULL
SAUCE?!!
her letter with a short note
AROUND'
explaining that she must have
gotten her envelopes mixed up
and see what her next move
is.
SAY—
•••

•••
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NICE CATS WOULDN'T PUT
PICKLE JoiCe IN THEIR
OWNER'S COFFEE!
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"kiss" other litmus ts. Use
mouth But does do it DEE
mouths are grossly costa*
mated. as arc dig aloud*
most animals and pets Mow
ing a dog to lick a baby's
mouth is imippoynate tied
potentially despesses
I suggest dui you ask your
SOO 20 f
this by the child's
pediatrician. I'd be surpnsed
if the physicists agreed with
me. but thia ailludias is tenous enough to warrant a -full
court press."
In any case. ‘iu ale out
— as your daughter-in-law
implies — being a fussy inlaw. It is. rather. she who
needs to get with it Show her
my AlIAINCT to your question
and tell her to write me if
she has A problem with the medical Aspects of this situation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Having an asersion to taking the
Mevacor my doctor prescnbed
for high cholesterol, I decided to try cinnamon capsules.
In two months, my total cholesterol went from 207 to 187,
my tnglycendes from 278 to
228, and my HDL remains a
puny 32. No gastrointestinal
problems. by the way
My question. suggested by
a personal friend who is an
OB/GYN, is this. Which would
be riskier for me — continuing the regimen based on my
latest test results or dropping
the cinnamon for two months
and retesting to see if that is
what is making the difference?
DEAR READER: Cinnamon can lower blood cholesterol levels in some people
Because the spice is cheap and
free of side effects, I suggest
that you continue it. under
your doctor's supervision, of
course.

Contractilridge
The Telltale Heart
North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•A .1
•Q 109
•A 6 2
*8 5 4 3
WEST
EAST
•10 7 6
•8 5 4 3 2
Ilf .1 8 7 5 3 2
•A K 6 4
. •7
•4
*1 104
•K 7 2
SOUTH
•K Q 9
V
•K Q 1098 53
•AQ 6
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
Pass
Pass
I•
Pass
6•
3•
Pass
king of hearts.
Opening lead
The finesse is a remarkable des ice
that enables you to win a trick with a
card lower than one held by an opponent. But, like all good things. it is
sometimes abused.
A filmset against a particular card
has an even chance of succeeding
unless there are factors that indicate
otherwise If an alternative line of
play is available that offers better
than a 50-50 chance of success, that
approach should he chosen rather

than a finesse
Coasider this case where south
was in six diamonds and West led the
king of hearts, ruffed by declarer
The slam seemed to rest upon the
success of the club finesse, so South,
after playing a trump to the ace,
returned a club to his queen, losing to
West's king lie later lost another
club trick and went down one.
Before pine* al his hopes on a
club finesse. declarer should first
have sought another line of play. He
would not have had to look too far
West had led the king of hearts.
marking him with the ace This vital
piece ot information was all South
needed to put him on the right track
Declarer should ruff the heart
king and plot a course to endplay
West Ile can do this in several ways,
hut the simplest is to draw trumps
and cash the A-K-Q of spades, discarding the heart ten from dummy
lie then enters dummy with a trump,
leads the queen of hearts and discards the six of clubs on it
West "rims with the ace but is hors
de combat He is forced to return a
dub or yield a ruff-and-discard,
either of which hands South the
slam The club finesse nes er enters
the picture, and declarer gets home
safely without running any risk at all

CNV7 .10amors
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slangily
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12 Mineral deposit
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14 Feverish chill
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— Hagen
22 Vistas
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cry
32 Shady
33 Lose energy
34 That means — 1
35 Diner coffee
36 Rhymes

37 Factory yield
39 Canine warning
40 Alt
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45 Texas town
48 Thick slice
49 *Pulp Fiction'
name
50 Thor s lather
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52 Healthy
53 Dust devil
54 Nose-bag tidbits
55 Monk's title
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1 Young males
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CALL;\
'‘ SPOONS,'ARO
ITS KIND OF
COMPLICATE?,

K

DEAR DR. GOTT: This
is an unusual question but one
that I have to have an answer
to as soon_as. posuble It has
COMIC to my attention recently that my daughter-in-law
allows her dogs to lick my
grandson on
the mouth
When I saw
this. I made
a comment
At
that
this
practice
couldn't be
sery
healthy. and
reacted
Dr. Gott she
very strongly, saying
By
dog's
"A
Dr Peter Gott
mouth
is
cleaner than A human's.- 1
went home and did some
research on the computer, but
when I suggested she go to
the Web site with information
on this subject, she reacted
very angrily, shaking her finger at me and saying, "I don't
want to discuss this Anymore.
Just let it go.Is it true that a dog's mouth
is clean enough to allow it to
lick a 10-month-old baby on
the mouth? My son seems to
believe his wife, and I don't
want to cause a problem
between them, but I think he
would listen to you.
DEAR READER: I hope
so. because you are Correct
and your daughter-in-law is way
off base.
Doctors
have
always
preached that the mouth is the
second most contaminated orifice in the body. Hey, we're
not even calling veterinary medicine in on this! I don't know
many adult humans who lick
their anal opening and then
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